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Editor's Foreword

The lead article in this issue of the Journal is the most recent and 
most ambitious in a series of papers by independent researcher Gor
don Greene on the implications for near-death experiences (NDEs) 
of his theory of "hyperspace." Greene's previous explorations of mod
els that imply more than three dimensions of space have addressed 
the life review, spatial distortions and "seeing around corners" in out
of-body vision, the "balloon body" effect, and the "split-consciousness 
effect" in which the experiencer's consciousness seems to occupy two 
or more locations at the same time. Drawing upon relativity theory, 
quantum physics, and fractal geometry, Greene here provides a com
prehensive model of "separation experiences" in which consciousness 
appears to separate from the three-dimensional physical body.  
Green's hyperspace model provides a coherent interpretation of 

anomalous features in NDEs, such as the fluid descriptions of non
physical "bodies," disembodied consciousness, bilocation of conscious
ness, apparitions of experiencers in an out-of-body state, "corner 
ceiling" vantage points, and various paranormal phenomena, includ
ing time distortion and perceptions of the past and future.  

This issue also includes two articles exploring parallels between 
NDEs and Christian tradition, both mainstream and heterodox. First, 
sociologist Craig Lundahl compares prophetic visions in NDEs to 
similar prophecies of world events from both the Bible and Mormon 
holy writ. Next, Canadian religious scholar Brian Bain identifies 
tracts from Gnostic Christian texts possibly from the 1st or 2 nd cen

tury A.D. that parallel modern NDEs and NDE-derived conceptions 
of life and death.  

Finally, we end this issue with a review by transpersonal psycholo
gist Jenny Wade of The Near-Death Experience: A Reader, the newest 
anthology of near-death literature, by religious scholars Lee Bailey 
and Jenny Yates; and a letter by NDEr and author P. M. H. Atwater 
elaborating on cases of "future memory," the apparent "pre-living" of 
future events in NDEs.  

Bruce Greyson, M.D.
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A Proj ective Geometry for 
Separation Experiences 

F. Gordon Greene 
Sacramento, CA 

ABSTRACT: I present a projective geometry for out-of-body "separation ex
periences," built up out of a series of higher space analogies and resulting 
diagrams. The model draws upon recent understandings of cosmic symme
tries linking relativity theory to quantum physics. This perspective is 
grounded inside a more general hyperspace theory, supposing that our three 
dimensional space is embedded within a hierarchy of higher dimensions.  
Only the next higher space, the fourth dimension, is directly utilized in this 
exposition. At least two degrees of consciousness expansion are identified as 
prerequisites to a comprehensive phenomenological taxonomy of ecstatic out
of-body, near-death, and mystical/visionary experiences. The first assumes a 
partial spatiotemporalization of consciousness into a fractional domain lo
cated between three and four dimensions. The second assumes a complete 
spatiotemporalization into four dimensions. Partial expansions are associated 
with separation experiences and with thematically related activities of a 
seeming paranormal character. Complete expansions are associated with 
"timeless" life panoramas and with excursions into hyperphysical realms.  
The paper concentrates on partial expansions, in analyzing the psychody
namics underlying, and ostensive paranormal activities accompanying, sepa
ration experiences.  

Higher space theories for ecstatic other world visions, and for re
lated activities of a seeming paranormal character, have long in
trigued parapsychologists. Among the ostensive psychic happenings so 
explained are such things as clairvoyance, remote viewing, telepathy, 
teleportation, psychokinesis (PK), psychic healing, levitation, and pre
cognition (Broad, 1969; Dunne, 1927; Hinton, 1904; Krippner and Vil
loldo, 1976; Lombroso, 1909; Luttenberger, 1977; Nash, 1963; 

F. Gordon Greene is a free-lance writer whose principal interests have been 
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Mr. Greene at P.O. Box 163683, Sacramento, CA 95816.
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Rauscher, 1980; Renninger, 1977; Rosen, 1983; Smith, 1920; Smythies, 
1967; Tinoco, 1982; White and Krippner, 1977; Whiteman, 1967; Zoll
ner, 1881). Such theories have also been advanced to account for ex
panded states of consciousness, apparitions and materializations of 
the dying and the dead, spirit possessions, hauntings, and afterlife 
abodes (Bragdon, 1916; Capel, 1979, 1979; Couliano, 1991; Greene and 
Krippner, 1990; Hart, 1953; Hart and associated collaborators, 1956; 
McKenna, 1992; McLaughlin, 1977, 1986; Murphy, 1992; Ouspensky, 
1923; Price, 1939, 1953; Wenzl, 1957; Whiteman, 1961, 1986, Wood
house, 1990). Theories of higher dimensions or hyperspaces, then, are 
nothing new in parapsychology or in what has come to be called con
sciousness research. They have also figured in the emerging study of 
near-death experiences (NDEs) (Becker, 1993; Cox-Chapman, 1995; 
Gallup and Proctor, 1982; Greene, 1981; Ring, 1980; Sharp, 1995).  

What has yet to be determined is how hyperspace theory specifi
cally models out-of-body "separation experiences." In this paper, I pro
pose to do just this, while integrating an experiential explanation for 
out-of-body experiences (OBEs) into a more general hyperspace the
ory of the paranormal. While the term hyperspace often refers to 
any space of more than three dimensions, throughout most of the 
paper, the term refers specifically to the fourth dimension. Before 
elucidating the theory, let us consider various of the conceptual in
adequacies of OBE theories currently dominating discussions of the 
ecstatic and the paranormal. This will lead us, in turn, to consider 
the need for a new understanding of OBEs and for related ec
static/dream/visionary experiences.  

Theories of Out-of-Body Experiences 

Superficially considered, sensations of consciousness separating 
from the physical body would seem unrelated to hyperspace. Out-of
body experiences would appear to support another reality conception.  
Human consciousness, housed either inside a "subtle vehicle" or in 
an entirely disembodied condition, would seem capable of existing 
inside the physical universe yet outside the physical body. Many 
parapsychologists and near-death researchers have advocated some 
form of this extrasomatic view of OBEs (Becker, 1983a, 1983b; Moody 
and Perry, 1988; Osis, 1978; Ring, 1980; Rogo, 1973; Sabom, 1982; 
Tart, 1978). However, OBE detection studies conducted between the 
early 1970s and early 1980s failed to confirm the existence of this
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out-of-body aspect. Occasional tantalizing "hits" of debatable value 
and statistically weak successes were dwarfed by repeated failures 
to detect any facet of human nature existing outside the body (Al
varado, 1982a; Blackmore, 1982b).  

In response, parapsychologists of the late 1970s and early 1980s 
began favoring a psychological approach to explain OBEs (Blackmore, 
1982a; Ehrenwald, 1978; Gabbard and Twemlow, 1984; Irwin, 1985; 
Palmer, 1978). In the psychological view, out-of-body sensations are 
illusory. Voyagers have unknowingly entered into the inner spaces of 
dreams and visions. During OBEs, they simply mistake these inner 
journeys for actual excursions outside the body. If there is anything 
paranormal about OBEs, the presumption is that this involves some 
form of brain-dependent hallucination, augmented by psychic or psi 
phenomena. A major problem with the psychological approach is that 
it fails to provide a rational explanation for paranormal activities 
traditionally associated with OBEs. Another difficulty involves the 
as-yet-incomprehensible relationship between the inner spaces of the 
mind and the space of external reality. Where, then, are these mind 
spaces-if anywhere at all-and what is their relationship to physical 
space? Perhaps only when these mysteries are better understood will 
OBEs really begin to make sense. Conversely, illuminating the true 
meaning of OBEs might bring with it a far greater understanding 
of the mysterious relationship between mind and matter.  

Whatever the relationship may be between "inner" and "outer" 
space, and whether or not it will ever be understood, remains un
known. What is known, however, is that belief in the paranormality, 
or psi-conduciveness, of OBEs remains widespread. Anecdotal reports 
and experimental demonstrations of OBE-related traveling clairvoy
ance, and of remote viewing, continue to fill the pages of a growing 
literature (McMoneagle, 1993; Mitchell, 1981; Targ and Harary, 
1984). Occasional reports of OBE-related PK may also be found in 
psychic literature (Rogo, 1978b). More incredible yet are the rela
tively rare but persistent reports of phantasmal intrusions, by ec
static voyagers, into the public space of physical reality (Becker, 1993; 
Hart 1954; Irwin, 1985).  

An ecstatic voyager, perceived as a (presumably) intangible appa
rition, may be seen, or otherwise sensed, by a human observer, at a 
site far removed from that of the voyager's physical body. This is at 
the time that this voyager sensed that he or she was paranormally 
present at that distant location. Even more rare, yet persistent, are 
reports of bilocation. Ecstatic voyagers appear to materialize a second
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physical body, at a location far removed from that of their original 
physical body. Such a voyager might even seem to interact physically 
with one or more human witnesses at this second location before 
suddenly vanishing (Atwater, 1994; Bremmer, 1983; Grosso, 1992; 
Mitchell, 1981; Osis, 1978). In classical antiquity and in "timeless" 
India, bilocation has long been associated with spiritual sages. In 
the Roman Catholic tradition, the ostensive power to bilocate is con
sidered a sign of sainthood.  

Many researchers, locked into the presumption that they must 
choose between the extrasomatic and psychological alternatives, have 
become impaled on the horns of a dilemma. The extrasomatic hy
pothesis, so difficult if not impossible to experimentally confirm, of
fers an easily conceivable rationale for a diverse number of 
paranormal happenings traditionally linked to OBEs. In this view, 
some aspect of human consciousness actually separates from the 
physical body and travels to distant physical world locations OBErs 
believe they have visited. The "disembodied" variant could explain 
why the vast majority of OBErs report that they are invisible to hu
man observers and to other detection instruments at target sites 
these voyagers believe they have visited. If OBErs are utterly intan
gible, consisting of nothing but "pure consciousness," this might also 
explain OBE reports of passing through solid walls and other mate
rial obstructions.  

However, other OBE reports of paranormal incidents defy rational 
explanation within a disembodied context. As noted, a few OBErs 
claim to have moved material objects during their experiences, pre
sumably via PK. Anecdotal reports of OBE-related PK are actually 
quite rare. However, reports of PK eruptions occurring in the imme
diate vicinity of the dying are more common. Near, or sometimes 
precisely at the moment of death, clocks have been reported to stop 
inexplicably, glass has unexpectedly shattered and other strange 
knockings on bedroom walls or furniture have been reported. Similar 
ostensive displays of PK have long been associated with seances, 
hauntings and poltergeist attacks. Thus, the notion of OBE-related 
manifestations of PK does fit into the overall pattern of paranormal 
activity identified by parapsychologists.  

Such an ability is difficult to conceptualize under the premise that 
OBErs are entirely disembodied. Possessing no material substance 
themselves, how could they ever touch let along move material ob
jects? And, the ability of OBErs occasionally to manifest as appari
tions may also stretch the disembodied variant beyond the bounds
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of reason. Most extraordinary of all are reports of bilocation. How 
could this form of materialization ever be reconciled with a disem
bodied view of OBEs or, even more to the point, with Western reality 
conceptions? 

Those who favor the psychological approach avoid these difficulties 
by simply ignoring reports of OBE-related apparitions and biloca
tions. Skeptics of the paranormal need not even insert the clause 
that OBEs are "psi-conducive" into their perspective. Rather, OBEs 
and related ecstatic experience become brain-dependent hallucina
tions. This approach explains a particular sort of incident that has 
come to perplex parapsychologists. Out-of-body experiencers may 
sense vividly that they have extrasensorily perceived aspects of the 
physical world. But upon later checking to confirm their out-of-body 
impressions, they find that they were wrong. For example, they 
might seem to float up through the ceiling of a building housing their 
physical body and see a chimney on the roof that they later discover 
is not there (Gabbard and Twemlow, 1984; Rogo, 1978b). In the psy
chological approach, the assumption is that these experiencers were 
simply traveling through their own interior worlds. And, in their 
wanderings, they were misconstruing the subjective contents of their 
imaginations for the objective properties of the external world.  

However, other OBE accounts and remote viewing reports, some 
anecdotal and some experimentally verified, of highly accurate ex
trasensory impressions of the external world continue to confound 
the paranormally curious (Alvarado, 1982b; Mitchell, 1981; Ring and 
Lawrence, 1993; Sabom, 1982; Sharp, 1995; Targ and Harary, 1984).  

A related perplexity involves the wide range of perceived bodily 
forms OBErs report inhabiting. The most notable of these about 
which so much has been written is called the "astral double" or "eth
eric duplicate" (Crookall, 1960; Powell, 1927). This form, as these 
names imply, is often self-perceived by voyagers to be identical to 
the physical body in shape, size, and touch. Even the clothing worn 
by the physical body at the time of the separation experience is some
times duplicated on the double. Yet, while the double may resemble 
the physical body in minute detail, it is widely reputed to possess 
additional ideoplastic properties. It can purportedly change size, 
shape, and density, subject at least in part to its inhabitant's will 
(Walker, 1974). Very occasionally, ecstatic voyagers report simultane
ously occupying two or more bodies separate from and in addition 
to their physical body. Cases of this last sort, already explored in a 
previous paper (Greene, 1983), lie outside this paper's scope.
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A whole range of other bodily forms have also been described by 
ecstatic voyagers (Blackmore, 1982a; Green, 1968; Irwin, 1985; Rogo, 
1978a). As noted by Scott Rogo (1978b), these other forms call into 
question the adequacy of traditional psychic and occult doctrines on 
subtle bodies. Experiencers sometimes describe inhabiting fluidic 
bodies, gaseous mists, and energy patterns seemingly diffused 
through greater areas of space than is the physical body or its astral 
double. They also report inhabiting globular forms of varying sizes 
and even points of light that may be "no larger than a dime." Related 
to this last form of sensed embodiment-if it can be called that-are 
the somewhat common sensations of inhabiting no body whatsoever.  
And yet, fairly often, "disembodied" voyagers describe themselves as 
occupying a specific location in space outside their physical body. How 
are we to make sense of these variations in bodily form all the way 
up to and including sensations of disembodiment? Are reports of be
ing disembodied even intelligible? Without any sense of body bounda
ries between self and non-self, how would it be possible to locate 
one's self anywhere specifically inside the physical universe? And, 
lacking any receptive organ such as an eye, how could a disembodied 
voyager capture stimuli convertible into perceptions? 

Troubled by these problems, contemporary researchers find them
selves at a conceptual and theoretical impasse. How, then, are the 
utterly confounding phenomenological and seeming paranormal prop
erties of OBEs to be most adequately explained? Is there any rational 
way to reconcile these apparently contradictory findings into a single 
coherent framework? Plausible answers are not to be found by forcing 
the reported properties of ecstatic experiences into either a purely 
extrasomatic or a purely psychological framework. When adopting 
either viewpoint, the temptation becomes too great to ignore perti
nent information irreducible to that understanding. Rather, viable 
solutions are discovered by looking at a third alternative: hyperspace 
theory. Hyperspace theory is large enough, and flexible enough, to 
encompass all of the reported properties of OBEs and other ecstatic 
experiences. Hyperspace theory also provides a context for a possible 
solution to the mysterious relationship between "inner" and "outer" 
space.  

In this paper, then, I present an experiential and paranormal 
model for separation experiences, and for related ecstatic/dream/vi
sionary experiences. A "spatialized time" interpretation of Albert Ein
stein's relativity theory is integral to this discussion. Recent 
speculations on the possible relationship between spatialized time,
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the fourth dimension, and quantum physics are also important. Con
sequently, I offer some words on relativity and its possible relation
ship to quantum physics, before elucidating the specifics of this 
projective geometry.  

World-Lines as Hypersolids Inside 
Four-Dimensional Space 

In relativity theory, time becomes the fourth dimension, inter
changeable in some sense with the three dimensions of space. In this 
new cosmic view, wrote Herman Weyl: 

The scene of action of reality is not a three-dimensional space, but 
rather a four-dimensional world, in which space and time are linked 
together indissolubly. However deep the chasm may be that sepa
rates the intuitive nature of space from that of time in our experi
ence, nothing of this qualitative difference enters into the objective 
worlds which physics endeavors to crystallize out of direct experi
ence. It is a four-dimensional continuum which is neither 'space' nor 
'time.' Only the consciousness that passes on in one portion of this 
world experiences the detached piece which comes to meet it and 
passes behind it as history, that is, as a process that is going forward 
in time and takes place in space. (Whitrow, 1972, pp. 103-104) 

In relativity, our three-dimensional world becomes a subjective 
shadow, a lower-dimensional projection, of an objective four-dimen
sional world. All that truly exists is eternally present in space/time.  
This four-dimensional reality is parceled up into successive three-di
mensional cross sections by "eternity-blind" human beings incapable 
of absorbing it all at once. In the words of Arthur Eddington (1958, 
p. 92), consciousness "invents its own serial order for the sense im
pressions belonging to the different view-points along the track [of 
space/time]." Describing the illusory nature of the three-dimensional 
world in relativity theory, Einstein once remarked that "the distinc
tion between past, present, and future is only an illusion" (Davies, 
1995, p. 70). Unfortunately, human beings are trapped inside this 
time-bound illusion, at least in ordinary consciousness states.  

Such a world-view is summed up in the statement that "all that 
really exists [are] world lines in space-time" (Rucker, 1977, p. 81).  
But what are world-lines? Edward Harrison (1984) wrote that 

The birth of a child is an event. The child grows, experiences many 
events, then dies, and death is the last event. These events from
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birth to death when strung together form a line in . . .space-and
time . . .. This life line, called a world line, shows the position in 
space of the person at each moment in time. (p. 140) 

Similarly, George Gamow (1988/1957, p. 61) wrote: "Think of yourself 
as a four-dimensional figure, a kind of long rubber bar extending in 
time from the moment of your birth to the end of your natural life." 

For those who see no relationship between Einstein's spatialized 
time, world-lines, and higher consciousness states, there is, perhaps, 
no way out of these shadows. For those who do, other possibilities 
emerge. Human beings possess the capacity to become more than 
just shadowy cross-sections of their own "timeless" world-lines. Dur
ing OBEs, near-death experiences (NDEs), and other ec
static/dream/visionary experiences, a person's consciousness may 
expand temporarily into this higher, infinitely more "real," fourth di
mension. That person's "higher self," in other words, awakens from 
the "dream state" of physical reality. In the words of Janusz Slaw
inski (1987, p. 90), consciousness "enters another 'dimension' where 
space and time are fused into one reality." It was just these possi
bilities that inspired me to write several papers devoted to a hyper
spatial interpretation of NDEs. (Greene, 1981; Greene and Krippner, 
1990). During panoramic visions of life, then, some aspect of human 
consciousness is expanding, that is, hyperspatializing into four di
mensions.  

This expansion accounts not only for the timeless display of count
less past experiences associated with life panoramas but also for an
other facet of such visions. Some life panoramas apparently include 
prophetic and previsionary elements, as documented by Kenneth 
Ring (1982, 1984) and Margot Grey (1985). Ring (1984, p. 183) ob
served that "It is as though the individual sees something of the 
whole trajectory of his life, not just past events." It comes as little 
surprise, then, that this level of hyperspace theory provides us with 
some insight into the possible workings of precognition and retrocog
nition (Dunne, 1927; Myers, 1903; Whiteman, 1967; Zohar, 1982). In 
this timeless state, also entered during dreams and visions, experi
encers have direct access to events that have yet to be actualized, 
or have already been actualized, in the three-dimensional world.  

The projective geometry introduced in this paper develops another 
aspect of this same hyperspace theory. Rather than considering what 
occurs during complete spatiotemporalizations, the present applica
tion attends to partial or incomplete expansions. Experiencers come 
to exist between space and hyperspace. They have expanded partially
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out of the third dimension but have not fully entered into the fourth.  
Three possibilities emerge out of this in-between state: experiencers 
may "contract" back into the third dimension, they may "expand" 
completely into the fourth dimension, or they may remain in this 
"twilight zone" state or consciousness level. They may continue to 
exist, then, at the edge of "eternity's shadows." Let us now explore 
these edges.  

At The Edge of Eternity's Shadows 

In ordinary consciousness, a person's "body sense" is limited to the 
physical organism as ordinarily perceived, that is, as extended in a 
space perceived to be three-dimensional. Possible extensions to this 
body and space, reaching beyond the physical world, remain invisible 
and intangible to those so grounded. The higher or four-dimensional 
self continues to sleep and dream the dream that "reality" is purely 
three-dimensional. However, when the higher self begins to awaken, 
a person's consciousness begins to expand out of the three-dimen
sional world. Mind/body awareness dilates along the world-line ex
tending at right angles to three-dimensional space. Similarly, Collin 
Wilson (1988, p. 70) noted that "Peak experiences and mystical ex
periences are not glimpses of some ineffable, paradoxical truth, but 
simply a widening of our ordinary field of perception." But how, more 
exactly, are we to conceptualize this widening of our ordinary per
ceptual field? And how are we to distinguish partial from complete 
spatiotemporalizations of consciousness? Recent speculations found 
in Paul Davies' The Mind of God (1992) provide possible answers.  

Davies wrote that 

The ability of quantum fluctuations to "fuzz out" the physical world 
on an ultramicroscopic scale leads to a fascinating prediction con
cerning the nature of space-time. Physicists can observe quantum 
fluctuations in the laboratory down to distances of about 10 -16th cen
timeters and over times of about 1 0 26th seconds. These fluctuations 
affect such things as the positions and momenta of particles, and 
they take place within an apparently fixed space-time background.  
On the much smaller Planck scale [10-33rd centimeters and 10-43rd 

seconds], however, the fluctuations would also affect space-time it
self. (1992, p. 62) 

Davies noted that
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The theory of relativity requires that we view three-dimensional 
space and one-dimensional time as parts of a unified four-dimen
sional space-time. In spite of the unification, space remains physi
cally distinct from time. We have no difficulty in distinguishing them 
in daily life. This distinction can become blurred, however, by quan
tum fluctuations. At the Planck scale the separate identities of space 
and time can be smeared out. (1992, pp. 62-63) 

Davies then observed that "the most probable structure of space
time under some circumstances is actually four-dimensional space" 
(p. 63). When we reach the Planck scale, he noted, "Time begins to 
'turn into' space" (p. 63).  

Davies provided us with a yardstick to estimate what the length 
of this fractional extension should be. We can now speculate that 
this extension, to mind/body awareness, approaches but does not ex
ceed a length of 10-33rd centimeters. But what are we presuming to 
measure? Is it an extension of consciousness stretching downward, 
from the ordinary scale of human perception, into infinitesimal reach
ers of the physical world? Or are we dealing with an expansion of 
consciousness up out of the three-dimensional world? Paradoxically, 
or so it seems, we are measuring both at the same time. The meas
urement, then, leads us both downward, into the depths of the physi
cal universe, and upward toward the fourth dimension. The 
geometrical particulars of this process are uncovered in the scaling 
up from lower into higher dimensions, as formulated by Benoit Man
delbrot (1977). To begin to appreciate all of this, let us briefly con
sider the rationale underlying the process of fractional or, as 
Mandelbrot preferred, "fractal scaling." We will then apply these 
principles to the present model.  

The coastline of England, viewed by human eyes from several thou
sands miles above, possesses the geometrical properties of a simple 
curve or one-dimensional line. However, what would happen if this 
coastline were examined from this height with a camera capable of 
clarifying this view? With each increase in the camera's resolution, 
the coastline's curves would become more complex, detailed and ir
regular in shape. It is logically feasible, and mathematically correct, 
Mandelbrot determined, to assign sufficiently complex curves a frac
tal value of more than one dimension. For instance, a coastline ex
amined under sufficient resolution could take on a geometrical value 
of 1.26 dimensions or 1.38 dimensions.  

In fractal geometry, the more complex and irregular such a curve 
is determined to be, the further away it is from its customary linear
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value-and the closer it comes to being two-dimensional. Sufficiently 
complex lines may actually take on the geometrical properties of the 
surface, that is, exhibit the contours of a two-dimensional plane. A 
one-dimensional or curvilinear continuum may eventually "smear 
out" such that this line merges completely into the plane that had 
been embedding it. In Mandelbrot's view, then, the dimensional 
status of a geometrical entity is determined by the distance between 
the observer and this entity, or by the observer's powers of observa
tion. Geometrical entities, such as points, lines, and planes, do not, 
as in Euclidean geometry, possess absolute dimensional values; 
rather, these values are relative. And the same general principles 
apply to all fractal scalings between lower and higher dimensions, 
rather than just to those involving scalings up from one into two 
dimensions.  

Let us now take the comparable case of a human being and ex
amine what happens during the scaling up of mind/body awareness 
from three into four dimensions. At the physical end of this fractal 
continuum, an experiencer's awareness is confined to three dimen
sions: in normal "waking" consciousness, that person identifies him
or herself to be three-dimensional. However, I have already argued 
that this identity is actually illusory, relative to a higher, four-dimen
sional reality level. The three-dimensional self in "waking" conscious
ness is actually a four-dimensional being dreaming that he or she is 
three-dimensional.  

As the higher self begins to awaken, the experiencer's "body sense" 
begins to change. Markedly greater powers of internal awareness 
emerge and the "inhabited" three-dimensional organism comes under 
increasingly greater scrutiny. The awakening four-dimensional self
begins to feel, and otherwise sense, the operation of energies within 
this "dream body." Awareness stretches down to encompass energetic 
activities occurring at the cellular, the molecular, the atomic, and 
then the subatomic level. This increased awareness of internal bodily 
energies, we can speculate, may be associated with the activation of 
what has come to be called "kundalini energy." 

But what happens, then, when the reach of a person's mind/body 
sense stretches down past the Planck length? That person's con
sciousness spatiotemporalizes completely. The physical world 
"dreamer" merges into his or her fully awakened four-dimensional 
self, and that higher self utterly transcends the three-dimensional 
world. Such a voyager might encompass the whole of his or her 
world-line "time body" simultaneously, as if from eternity. That per-
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son's higher self might even animate this "time body" and move, 
within it, through hyperphysical realms of heavenly splendor. During 
complete expansions, the three-dimensional world of sensory experi
ence loses all substance, relative to the higher reality level informing 
that experiencer's consciousness. All that is tangible in this world 
evaporates into shadows, viewed from eternity.  

Eschatological possibilities such as these lie beyond this paper's 
focus. I mention them merely to intimate something of this theory's 
wider reach.  

Psychic Wanderings Between the Mystical 
and the Mundane 

To model separation experiences, our attention remains on partial 
or incomplete expansions. These fractional expansions stretch a per
son's mind/body awareness down close to, but not beyond, the Planck 
length. During partial expansions, an agent to be termed the mobile 
center of consciousness is activated. This term, though not the un
derlying construct, is borrowed from Andrija Puharich's (1960) field 
theory for psi. (While field theories for psychic experience could be 
described as "cousins" to hyperspace theories, they lie outside this 
paper's scope.) 

Such a person now occupies a fractionally dimensioned world-line 
segment that is more than three- but still less than four-dimensional.  
The mobile center possesses an infinitesimal extension reaching out 
toward the "past" and "future" of that experiencer's three-dimen
sional space-along the world-line. The four-dimensional self of such 
a person now hovers between sleeping and waking. In such circum
stances, we would expect that an experiencer's sense of simultaneity 
would slow down or enlarge. This is because the mobile center oc
cupies a wider world-line slice and thus an expanded "present mo
ment." Interestingly, the "time sense" is typically reported to slow 
down or elongate during OBEs and related ecstatic experiences 
(Green, 1968; Irwin, 1985).  

Because the mobile center is slightly larger than the three-dimen
sional cross-section embedding "ordinary" consciousness, the aware
ness of those so embodied is no longer confined exclusively to the 
physical world. An experiencer may perceive what is taking place 
outside this reality slice. That person's mobile center may break loose 
from the three-dimensional moorings confining him or her to the
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lower world. Such a voyager may now range up and down along his 
or her world-line and begin to explore hyperspace, in fractionally di
mensioned increments.  

Such movement along the world-line may be said to extend in 
either one of two directions. Later, this stipulation will be modified 
for good reasons. For now, however, it may be said that this mobile 
space/time agent can shift through portions of four-dimensional space 
existing either in the "past" or "future" of the "present moment" out 
of which that voyager has shifted.  

What would happen if this mobile space/time agent collapsed in
ward, losing its added dimensionality, during the midst of such an 
excursion? That voyager's consciousness would merge into whatever 
past or future "three-dimensional reality slice" he or she was inter
secting at the point of collapse. And that past or future "self" might 
be stimulated by what, for him or her, would be nothing more than 
a memory or a premonition. Unless this mobile agent returns to the 
three-dimensional reality slice from whence it came, that voyager will 
have little or no memory of the journey. This view is quite compatible 
with the common psychic belief that we all engage in space/time so
journs on a regular basis while sleeping. Only rarely, if ever, do we 
remember these "psychic dreams." They are lost in the depths of 
what pioneer psychical researcher F. W. H. Myers (1903) called the 
"subliminal self," of which our conscious mind forms only an infini
tesimal sliver. Much of what Myers conceived the "sublimal self" to 
be may be identifiable with the fully awakened four-dimensional self.  

In this paper, however, our principal concern remains with the par
tially awakened higher self housed within the mobile center. What, 
then, do the space/time wanderings of this fractionally dimensioned 
agent have to do with the specific characteristics of separation ex
periences? 

The Operating Principles Underlying 
Separation Experiences 

How do we interpret separation experiences hyperspatially, within 
this context? Why do some experiencers actually feel this body sepa
ration while others spontaneously find themselves to be floating out 
of their physical bodies with no awareness of the transition? Why 
do yet others first pass through a dark tunnel or enclosed space be
fore finding themselves "out-of-body"? And why, we might wonder, do
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"inside OBErs" so commonly perceive the scene from ceiling heights, 
in particular, from corner ceiling positions? And most importantly, 
from a hyperspatial point of view: Why do so many ecstatic voyagers 
report existing at very specific locations outside their physical bodies, 
but still inside three-dimensional space? 

The shifting of consciousness conjectured above, along fractionally 
dimensioned world-line segments, is vitally significant to the creation 
of both "separation" and "tunnel passage" sensations. To unravel 
these and related mysteries, we must isolate and identify two addi
tional factors. The second factor is the four-dimensional alignment 
of the ecstatic voyager's world-line body, at the onset of ecstasy. Is 
it, for example, positioned at right angles, or on a slant, or twisted 
or curved in some other fashion, relative to the three-dimensional 
reality slice out of which the voyager is shifting? The third factor is 
the possible four-dimensional movement of such segments during this 
shifting. To model separation experiences specifically, we are, of 
course, concerned with such movements and shiftings as they relate 
to world-line segments that are very close to the three-dimensional 
reality slice being left behind. The positions occupied during such 
shiftings are oftentimes so close, I would submit, that they practically 
entice ecstatic voyagers to participate in the illusion that they them
selves are still inside three-dimensional space-minus a physical 
body.  

We must accept one additional premise to bring this theory to life.  
During the initial stages of ecstasy, ecstatic voyagers almost always 
fail to perceive the fourth dimension. As Myers (1903, Vol. II, p. 277) 
once observed: "Just as the baby fails to grasp the third dimension, 
so may we still be failing to perceive a fourth." Recent evidence sup
ports Myers' view on the deficiencies of infant perception. As Michael 
Guillen (1983) noted: 

Psychologists have learned that infants crawling on a glass floor 
will not hesitate to crawl past the edge of a steep cliff. They are 
not afraid of heights because they apparently do not perceive height; 
theirs is a strictly two-dimensional world, and only when they have 
developed further are they able to perceive the world more correctly.  
(pp. 81-82) 

Similarly, we may speculate that although the mobile center's vis
ual field enables ecstatic voyagers to see in more than three dimen
sions, ecstatic voyagers have yet to learn to access these wider 
horizons. At the beginning of their ecstasies, especially, they uncon
sciously attempt to "squeeze" their extradimensional perceptions into
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a single three-dimensional reality slice. This is because they are con
ditioned, by physical existence, to frame perceptions three-dimension
ally. They do not, in other words, perceive the depth quality in 
four-dimensional space. However, the environment they have entered 
will not conform entirely to their three-dimensional expectations. The 
four-dimensional properties of space emerge in variously disguised 
and distorted fashions, as found in numerous accounts of ecstatic 
voyagers. I will identify and analyze a sampling of the resulting per
ceptual effects through the remainder of this paper.  

Properly appreciated, they become the foundations for the present 
theory. In other words, these effects reveal an underlying structure 
that bears a hyperspatial imprint. And, it is the recognition of this 
structure that illuminates the true meaning of ecstatic experiences.  
This, at least, is the paper's central thesis.  

To fully appreciate these arguments, it is first necessary to under
stand that separation experiences are hyperspatial illusions. How
ever, while separation experiences are, in and of themselves, "unreal," 
paradoxically they open up ecstatic voyagers, potentially, to levels of 
consciousness that are "more real than real." Once again, an inability 
to perceive depth in four dimensions masks what is actually taking 
place during the initial, fractionally dimensioned, transition into hy
perspace.  

J. H. M. Whiteman (1961, 1986) has argued similarly, in developing 
his related notion of "non physical spaces." Unfortunately, Whiteman 
was vague about the dimensional relationship between these non
physical spaces and physical world space. This kept him from pro
posing a clear-cut explanation of how ecstatic voyagers interact 
paranormally with the physical world.  

Passing into Dimensions Unseen and Looking 
Back 

Imagine that an experiencer's world-line body is positioned at per
fect right angles to the reality slice-and body-out of which the shift 
is to occur. Let us assume that the mobile center becomes activated 
during a partial awakening of the higher self. What would the ex
periencer perceive if this mobile agent moved a minimal distance 
into the fourth dimension and then became stationary? Let us as
sume that this agent moved a few inches, or even several feet, either
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in a "past" or "future" direction outside the experiencer's "present 
moment." 

We must remember that this movement is only in a four-dimen
sional direction extending at right angles to the experiencer's three
dimensional space. All other spatial orientations remain essentially 
the same, save one. The experiencer's fractionally dimensioned eyes 
and body possess enough extradimensional freedom for him or her 
to turn back slightly and look down into the lower space being left 
behind. How, then, would an experiencer "perceive" this slight exten
sion into hyperspace while his or her extradimensional eyes visually 
tracked this movement? This person would be visually unaware of 
any movement. In the following analogy and discussion, let us see 
why this is so.  

In Figure 1, a sentient two dimensional being's consciousness shifts 
up into a fractionally dimensioned position, outside its plane. This 
position is congruent, that is, it is evenly lined up at right angles to 
the lower space-and body-out of which this being's consciousness 
has shifted-with one exception. This being's fractionally dimen
sioned eyes and body possess enough extradimensional freedom to 
turn back, ever so slightly, so that it may look down into the lower 
space left behind. Where does this being place itself when so looking? 
It is conditioned not to perceive the depth quality in three-dimen

I

Figure 1.
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sional space. This depth, which measures the distance between this 
being's three-dimensional position and its two-dimensionally embed
ded body, remains unseen.  

In a perceptual sense, this being unknowingly collapses the dis
tance separating its three-dimensional position above the plane from 
that of its "lower body" embedded in the plane. And because it has 
no conception of the third dimension, it automatically uses the lower 
dimension as a reference point when attempting to perceptually as
similate the experience. Unless additional higher space factors come 
into play, this being never realizes that it has passed into a higher 
dimension. However, while this being does not visually register this 
"invisible movement" into a "dimension unseen," it might be able to 
sense something else about this shifting of positions. This being 
might feel strange wind-like energies rushing across what it per
ceives to be its "stationary" two-dimensional body, as its mobile cen
ter unknowingly shifts out of and looks back into the plane.  

Similarly slight extradimensional movements, in conjunction with 
similarly angled spatial and bodily alignments, between three and 
four dimensions, would produce similar perceptual effects in us. Hu
man beings undergoing this same "minimal movement" into a higher 
space would also fail to visually register any change in their apparent 
location. This assumes, of course, that their fractionally dimensioned 
eyes continue tracking the lower space out of which they are shifting.  
Their perceptual field would fail to take in "depth" at the four-di
mensional level. Perceptually speaking, they would unknowingly 
eliminate the distance in hyperspace separating their actual position 
from that of their physical body. Thus, they would locate themselves 
to be still inside this lower body. The widely reported vibrations and 
sensations of energy rushes passing through experiencers' physical 
bodies at the outset of ecstasy are the only traces of such "invisible 
movements" and "backward glancings" they might register.  

Let us now consider another case. What would happen if such a 
right-angled movement did not stabilize into motionlessness (relative 
to the lower dimension) just off the "edge" of that experiencer's three
dimensional reality slice? Let us, rather, imagine that this extradi
mensional shifting and fractionally dimensioned movement continue, 
but with one additional difference. This time, the experiencer is not 
looking back at the lower space left behind. Such a voyager, we must 
remember, is no longer confined to a three-dimensional reality slice.  
Rather, he or she now occupies a mobile consciousness center pos
sessing added dimensionality of some fractional value. The experi-
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encer's eyes, however, have yet to adjust to the more expansive spa
tial vistas and grander experiential realities becoming available for 
observation. Consequently, such a person sees nothing at all.  

Sustained movement of this sort, along the cross-sections of world
lines, produces a common effect among ecstatic voyagers: the sense 
of passing through a long, dark tunnel. The more we examine the 
complexities of tunnel experiences in this context, I am convinced, 
the more sense the hyperspatial interpretation makes. One could 
liken tunnel experience passage to the act of leaving behind a very 
dark movie theater after a long movie, and being blinded by the light 
until one's eyes adjusted to daylight luminosity. This image calls to 
mind Plato's slave liberated after a lifetime chained underground: 
the sunlight continued to blind him for several days.  

Let us now examine the hypothetical case of an NDEr whose ex
perience was initiated by tunnel passage sensations. This experiencer 
then perceived him- or herself to be in the air a few feet above the 
physical body. Let us model this experience, analogically, with the 
diagram in Figure 2 and the following commentary.  

This experiencer's mobile center passes along a fractionally dimen
sioned segment of his or her world-line a small distance into hyper
space. We are, once again, assuming that this world-line is positioned 
at right angles to the three-dimensional reality slice embedding the 
physical body. We are also assuming that the experiencer is not visu

r

Figure 2.
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ally tracking the lower space. A few feet into hyperspace, however, 
the world-line veers off in a new direction positioned no longer at 
90 degrees to the physical body's reality slice position. The voyager 
travels a little distance in this new direction, and then stabilizes into 
motionlessness, relative to the lower space. This experiencer's mobile 
center settles into a position that is congruent with the lower space 
out of which his or her consciousness has passed, at the same time, 
looking back into this space from the outside. What does he or she 
see? The voyager's four-dimensional position is no longer lined up 
directly above or outside the reality slice housing the physical body.  

Where, then, does this experiencer place his or her locus of con
sciousness? Such a voyager is conditioned not to perceive the depth 
quality of hyperspace. When looking back, then, the distance traveled 
in this "invisible direction" fails to register perceptually. The exper
iencer unconsciously squeezes together his or her actual position in 
hyperspace with the position in lower space to which he or she is 
perceptually aligned. And knowing nothing of hyperspace, the voy
ager automatically uses the lower space as a reference point, when 
interpreting this exceedingly strange perceptual predicament. The ex
periencer's consciousness is thus projected down into the space he 
or she has left behind. The voyager identifies him or herself to be 
located at the position, in the lower space, that intersects the angle 
of projection from higher space. This position in the lower space, how
ever, no longer coincides with the position of the body left behind.  
Instead, it happens, in this lower dimension, to be a few feet in the 
air above that body. Thus, the experiencer succumbs to the hyper
spatially determined illusion that his or her consciousness is now 
floating in the air a few feet above the physical body.  

Separation experiences initiated by tunnel passage sensations are 
rarely reported in the literature. Based on my informal sampling of 
cases drawn from approximately 70 books and articles devoted to 
the subject of OBEs, I estimate that they occur in less than 10 per
cent of all separation experience cases. Rather, tunnel experiences 
are usually reported to occur after completion of the initial separation 
experience. In approximately 75 percent of the separation experiences 
I have examined, experiencers report a sense of being "out-of-body" 
with no awareness of the transition. One moment, they are in their 
physical bodies; and the next they seem to be floating in the air 
above these bodies. How might we model such separations hyperspa
tially? The transition into hyperspace is much more gradual. The 
shifting is so slow, in fact, that experiencers do not register it until
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they spontaneously perceive themselves to be "out-of-body." Many in
dividuals reporting this effect, we can surmise, were relaxing on their 
beds and half asleep. They were not, then, consciously focused on 
their spatial relationship to physical reality. And for a brief instant 
during the shift into hyperspace, their extradimensional eyes may 
not have been tracking the lower space out of which they were drift
ing.  

Let us now hyperspatially model separation experiences in which 
ecstatic voyagers are fully conscious of the separation and subsequent 
sense of floating. Such an exit mode occurs in about 15 percent of 
the separation experiences I have studied. There is complete conti
nuity in the experiencer's sense of spatial referencing, as he or she 
vividly feels the separation and elevation into the air.  

The ecstatic voyager's world-line is positioned on a slant, rather 
than at right angles, to the physical body's three-dimensional reality 
slice. And from the start of this shifting, the ecstatic voyager is track
ing this lower space. I have analogously modeled not only the final 
(apparent) position in the air above, but also the "floating transition" 
between the physical body and this (apparent) end position (Figure 
3). Upon "reaching" the ceiling, after illusory passage through three
dimensional space, the ecstatic voyager's consciousness stabilizes into 
relative motionlessness. During all of this shifting, the mobile con
sciousness center maintains enough visual contact and spatial con
tinuity with the lower space to sustain the voyager's illusion that he 
or she has been in continuous "out-of-body contact" with this space.  

Separation-Experience-Related "Bodily 
Forms" and Feelings of Disembodiment 

Until now, we have only considered OBEs where the three-dimen
sional sides of ecstatic voyagers' mobile centers were congruent with 
the lower space out of which these voyagers had expanded. But what 
about those in which such sides are not so aligned? How would this 
change affect an ecstatic voyager's awareness of self and the sur
rounding "out-of-body" environment? Pondering this question opens 
up our inquiry to a new area of investigation: the study of "bodily 
forms" inhabited during OBEs, NDEs, and other ecstatic/dream/vi
sionary experiences. I will now analyze commonly reported body feel
ings, and sensations of being disembodied, in light of this theory.
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Figure 3.  

The easiest out-of-body form to model is that of the "astral double." 
We have, in a sense, already stipulated the conditions under which 
this form manifests. A minimum of four conditions must be met and 
maintained to create and sustain "baseline" astral body sensations.  
First, the ecstatic voyager's mobile center must occupy a world-line 
slice that is "off edge," that is, not at a perfect right angle to the 
physical body reality slice position left behind. Second, the ecstatic 
voyager's extradimensional eyes must be tracking the lower space in 
question and he or she must succumb to the OBE illusions, that is, 
"project" his or her locus of consciousness down into that space.  
Third, the ecstatic voyager's mobile center must be motionless, rela
tive to this lower space. And fourth, the ecstatic voyager's mobile 
center, or rather its three-dimensional side, must be congruent with 
this lower space.  

These, then, are four of the five parameters that will, when modi
fied, act reciprocally upon an ecstatic voyager's consciousness to pro
duce changes in perceived bodily form. Modifying one or more of 
these variables changes the ecstatic voyager's sense of self-centered
ness. These changes reach all the way from astral body sensations
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Figure 4.  

closely resembling physical body feelings to sensations of utter dis
embodiment. A fifth variable plays a part in the production of other 
"body effects": if that portion of the world-line housing the mobile 
center moves relative to the lower reality slice, body feelings to be 
analyzed later in this section of the paper will be produced.  

Let us now consider what "body effects" come into play when vari
able 4, the mobile center's congruence with the lower space, is modi
fied. If the mobile center moves out of congruency with the lower 
space, the "astral body's" size and shape change accordingly. The re
sulting projection can expand or contract away from its original "du
plicate form" parameters. Two factors, working together or 
independently of one another, determine the degree of alteration. The 
first is the changing of the angle by which the mobile center inter
sects its world-line. If the world-line segment housing the mobile cen
ter remains motionless (relative to the lower reality slice) during this 
reorientation, the "astral body" may contract in size. The resulting 
"body distortion" is illustrated in Figure 4 by the mobile center la-
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Figure 5.  

beled b. If, however, the mobile center rotates such that it occupies 
a larger world-line slice, while the world-line itself moves, bringing 
this "larger" slice into congruency with the projection space, then the 
astral body will expand. The resulting "body distortion" is illustrated 
in Figure 4 by the mobile center labeled a.  

In Figure 5 let us now examine, by analogy, the relationship be
tween alterations in the astral body's size and feelings of disembodi
ment. The mobile center shifting into hyperspace rotates such that, 
eventually, its "three-dimensional" side is at complete right angles to 
the ecstatic voyager's projection space. The mobile center, presenting 
its four-dimensional "edge side," would melt away to nothing, relative 
to the lower space. One could argue that its astral body projection 
would disappear entirely from the voyager's "three-dimensionally 
conditioned" projection field. The voyager would sense that he or she 
was entirely disembodied but would still be perceptually locked into 
a specific location inside the lower space. This location would be cen-
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tered at the point, in the lower space, that intersected the projection 
angle from hyperspace.  

An additional factor complicates this seemingly simple solution to 
the mystery of disembodiedness during OBEs. The ecstatic voyager's 
mobile center is more than three-dimensional. This center possesses 
some slight extradimensional extension, at right angles to its three
dimensional extension, or the experiencer could not continue to exist 
in hyperspace. Yet the mobile center is still less than fully four-di
mensional. This extension is of some fractional value between three 
and four dimensions. We have speculated that this extension ap
proaches but does not exceed an increment of 1033 centimeters added 
to the world-line's three-dimensional cross-section out of which the 
voyager emerged into hyperspace. We will now assume that this ad
ditional length is so minute that ecstatic voyagers fail to perceive it.  
Thus, they fail to include it in their lower dimensionally projected 
"sense of self." Instead, they succumb to the hyperspatially deter
mined illusion that they are "disembodied." Considered any other 
way, I would argue, descriptions of occupying specific locations inside 
the physical world, while being disembodied, are unintelligible.  

But what about globular forms, or feelings of occupying dime-sized 
areas, or even of having become a point of light? How might we model 
such self-perceived forms? In these circumstances, most of the ecstatic 
voyager's mobile center, or, more exactly, its three-dimensional side, 
has rotated out of alignment with the lower space. However, a small 
portion of this three-dimensional side remains congruent with the 
lower reality slice and thus remains visible within the voyager's "pro
jection space." This is illustrated, analogously, in Figure 6. We see 
related instances in which a small portion of the ecstatic voyager's 
three-dimensionally extended mobile center remains congruent with 
the lower space while the preponderance is at right angles to this 
space. In the case of the mobile center labeled b, we see the area of 
a voyager's fractionally dimensional head remaining aligned with the 
lower space. Because the two-dimensional representations I am using 
are triangular, the resulting projection is a triangle. However, the frac
tionally dimensioned shape of a human head would more closely ap
proximate that of a globe or sphere. The resulting projection would 
be, more or less, globular. In the case of the mobile center labeled a, 
we see an even smaller portion of its three-dimensional side remain
ing aligned to the lower space. This creates the sensation of occupying 
a "point-like" locus in the voyager's projection space.
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Figure 6.  

Let us now consider other forms of embodiment during OBEs.  
How, for example, would we differentiate somesthetically the sense 
of inhabiting an astral body closely resembling the physical body, 
and the sense of inhabiting one possessing "fluidic properties"? The 
latter effect is produced in much the same way as are vibrations 
coursing across an experiencer's physical body at the outset of ec
stasy. In other words, we would modify variable 3, the mobile cen
ter's motion relative to the lower space. From the hyperspatial 
location locked into the OBE illusion, the ecstatic voyager's mobile 
center once again moves, ever so slightly, in a direction at right 
angles to the lower space in question. This is illustrated in Figure 
7. This new movement, in the direction of the "invisible" fourth di
mension, is depicted analogously in Figure 7. Such a further lifting 
away from, or moving towards, the three-dimensional reality slice 
would produce a sense of bodily motion without any accompanying 
visual recognition of movement. An ecstatic voyager, we must re
member, is conditioned not to see the depth quality in four-dimen
sional space. Slight movements in a hyperspatial direction, once
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Figure 7.  

again, would produce "body feelings" of subtle currents or vibrations, 
even though the voyager's sense of spatial location would remain 
visually unchanged.  

Let us now consider what would happen were we to combine, into 
one complex motion, slight movements of the sort associated with 
variables 3 (the mobile center's motionless relative to the lower 
space), 4 (its congruence with the lower space), and 5 (its motion 
relative to the lower reality slice). Let us imagine that the world-line 
segment housing the mobile center is swaying back and forth, while 
the mobile center itself is bobbing up and down at right angles to 
the lower reality slice. Furthermore, let us suppose that this mobile 
center is tilting back and forth, or wobbling, relative to its world-line.  
I have illustrated this complex motion in Figure 8 by selectively com
bining ideas illustrated and/or discussed above. Were these three 
"holding patterns" in hyperspace combined into a more complex but 
partially stabilized motion, it would be very difficult for ecstatic voy
agers to lock their body sense into a specific location in their pro-
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Figure 8.  

jection space. The somesthetic response to this complex motion might 
be to create feelings of spatial diffusion, that is, a "field effect" on 
the experiencer's consciousness. Voyagers might conclude that they 
were "inhabiting" less tangible forms, such as gaseous clouds, mists, 
or energy patterns.  

Compromise "Corner Ceiling" Perceptions 
and Related Spatial Distortions 

Let us now examine in additional detail certain curiosities associ
ated with "ceiling height" out-of-body perspectives. Upon a cursory 
analysis, these perspectives would seem unrelated to hyperspace.  
However, within a hyperspatial context, they become "compromise 
perceptions," bearing a hyperspatial imprint. To understand why, let
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us first consider, by analogy, how four-dimensional beings might per
ceive the scene inside a typical room in three-dimensional space in 
Figure 9. As inhabitants of the third dimension, we are able to see 
every linear contour of every hypothetical two-dimensional figure ex
isting inside this room, all in a single glance. Sentient two-dimen
sional beings in this room, of course, could see linear sections of any 
figure whose perimeters were reflected within their "plane-bound" 
visual fields. For example, the two-dimensional being holding the 
square in Figure 9 could see no more than two of this square's four 
exterior sides from any particular viewing angle in the plane. This 
is analogous to our inability to see more than three of a cube's six 
sides at any particular moment, or from any one point of view, inside 
three-dimensional space.  

Now, what would a four-dimensional being see when looking at a 
similarly contoured three-dimensional arrangement of space as if 
from the outside? One could argue that a truly existing four-dimen
sional being would only be privy to those things truly existing within 
a four-dimensional world. But just as we can imagine and easily visu
alize the properties of a hypothetical two-dimensional space as if 
from the outside, so too could four-dimensional beings do likewise 
with a "hypothetical" three-dimensional space. A four-dimensional be
ing could effortlessly imagine, in vivid detail, every surface, exterior 
and interior, and all the space in between, of every three-dimensional 
solid in such a scene, all in a single glance.  

OBErs rarely describe such all-encompassing vistas of the three
dimensional scenes before them. Does this finding call into question

Figure 9.
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the four-dimensional theory for ecstatic experiences? No, it does not, 
because ecstatic voyagers, hovering just off the edge of three-dimen
sional reality, exist in a twilight zone between dimensions. Thus, the 
structures of their ecstatic visions are partially three- and partially 
four-dimensional.  

What does all this have to do with determining the dimensional 
status of "corner ceiling" perspectives? From the corner ceiling, more 
of the room's surface area is available for viewing in a single glance 
than from anywhere else in the room. Of all the possible views in 
the room, the corner ceiling one is the most comprehensive. The view 
of space from this locus, more than from any other, comes closest to 
approximating the expansiveness of vision that would be available 
to four-dimensional beings. Corner ceiling positions are so commonly 
"occupied" by OBErs, then, because these positions serve as the natu
ral point of contact between space and hyperspace. Corner ceiling 
perspectives bring vision of the lower space into sharpest focus for 
fractionally dimensioned observers in hyperspace. Thus, ecstatic voy
agers, "looking back" at the space left behind, tend to settle into 
world-line segments that are angled on corner ceiling positions in 
the lower space.  

Let us now consider a curious OBE anomaly associated with ceiling 
heights, whose existence further strengthens the hyperspace argu
ment. In the majority of "ceiling height" cases, it is plausible to sup
pose that ecstatic voyagers have extended no more than 8 to 10 feet 
into hyperspace before stabilizing outside the reality slice left behind.  
This distance is approximately the same as the typical height that 
ceilings actually do extend in "visible" space. There is, then, nothing 
abnormal about ceiling height positions reported by the majority of 
ecstatic voyagers. Figure 2 demonstrates how hyperspace theory 
models such perspectives. The ecstatic voyager's actual extension into 
hyperspace, analogously depicted, is not much further, if at all, than 
the distance between the experiencer's physical body and the "ceiling 
height" projection.  

Until now, the confirmed extrasomaticist might have little trouble 
holding onto his or her "objective" belief in the existence of a "sepa
rable soul." This is the belief parapsychologists failed to confirm, that 
separation experiencers somehow "invisibly" occupy positions inside 
three-dimensional space separate from their physical bodies.  

However, the following category of "ceiling height" perspective se
riously challenges such a view. To the best of my knowledge, Celia 
Green was the first researcher to make note of these curious cases
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and one of the very few to comment on them. She observed that in 
a minority of OBEs, "the subject may appear to be viewing things 
from a height greater than that of the ceiling, although the ceiling 
still seems to be above him" (1968, p. 41). One of her OBE subjects 
reported that "Although I seemed near the ceiling, the scene I have 
described seemed to be quite far away, as if I were actually in a 
higher position than that" (Green, 1968, p. 41). Another reported that 
"I, or my seat of consciousness, seemed to be hovering above my body 
at a height of perhaps 8-10 feet, which would have meant that my 
normal body would have been halfway through the roof" (Green, 
1968, p. 41).  

Such "above ceiling height" effects have been reported not only by 
Green's OBE subjects but also, in more recent years, by NDErs. One 
experiencer reportedly found herself "about fifty feet above [her hos
pital bed], which was physically impossible because the ceiling wasn't 
that high" (Harris and Bascom, 1990, p. 23). Yet another said: 

The next thing I realized. . .I was very high up on the ceiling, look
ing down at myself. I looked very small. I seemed to be very high 
up, but I was still in the confines of the hospital room, looking down 
at my body. (Harris and Bascom, 1990, p. 209) 

How are we to interpret experiences where the "perceived" height 
of the ceiling is so much higher than its actual height in the visible 
three dimensions? Where does this additional height come from? I 
can think of no simple solution to this problem for those who continue 
clinging to a simplistic extrasomatic view. However, the answer is 
obvious and straightforward, when these "elongated ceilings" are hy
perspatially examined.  

Ecstatic voyagers have traveled an appreciably greater distance 
into hyperspace than 8 or 10 feet before stabilizing into motionless
ness at "ceiling height" positions. This is modeled analogously in Fig
ure 10. Such voyagers have actually traveled two or three times as 
far, or even farther, in this "invisible direction" than the distance to 
the ceiling in visible space. When attempting to make sense of all 
this, they simply add the additional distance to their "pseudo-three
dimensional" perceptual field. This occurs unconsciously and auto
matically, as they are projecting their viewpoint onto a "ceiling height 
location" in the lower space. In a sense, they have compressed a hy
perspatial experience into three dimensions, by psychologically 
"stretching" the lower space.
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Figure 10.  

Implications of the Theory 

Let us now shift our attention from the hyperspatial diagramming 
of separation experiences to the implications that would follow, were 
this theory found to be correct. Parapsychologists failed to detect evi
dence of "astral bodies" in the laboratory on a systematic or predict
able basis, for a simple reason: they were looking in the wrong place.  
Like their animistic forebears, they suspected that quasi-material 
"ghostly bodies" somehow inhabited the physical universe. Little of 
scientific value was gathered because parapsychologists were grasp
ing at the shadows of higher dimensional bodies. They were fooled 
by the same hyperspatially determined illusions to which many ec
static voyagers had succumbed, because parapsychologists had, in 
fact, based their experimental designs on the reports of such voyag
ers. However, not all ecstatic voyagers have fallen equally into these 
illusions. As reported by George Gallup and William Proctor (1982), 
some voyagers reported that it was "as if" they has passed out of
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their bodies. They implied that such a description was as close as 
they could come to making sense of what otherwise would be a totally 
ineffable experience.  

Hyperspace theory's view of separation experiences, then, is para
doxical. When something is labeled an illusion, the common inference 
is that this phenomena is conceived to be unreal. However, the pre
sent explanation turns this presumption on its head. The illusion is 
created when human expectations about the nature of reality clash 
with the actual structure of this higher extension to the cosmos. All 
of this takes place during the initial fractionally dimensioned tran
sition into hyperspace. Labeling out-of-body sensations as illusory, 
then, does not necessarily mean that the accompanying experiences 
are entirely brain-dependent. Nor are they ontologically vacuous, as 
materialistic skeptics would have us believe (Alcock, 1981; Siegel, 
1980). Rather, they are entranceways into consciousness states that 
are "more real than real." They are, more exactly, hyperreal, or at 
least approaching the hyperreal. Parapsychologists need not with
draw into psychological theories of OBEs just because those experi
ences possess certain illusory qualities. Hyperspace theory provides 
an alternative that is not only compatible with the reality of the 
paranormal, but actually illuminates the phenomenological richness 
of ecstatic experiences far more comprehensively, and exactly, than 
any purely psychological or purely extrasomatic theory of which I 
am aware.  

Take, for example, hyperspace theory's method of diagramming the 
range of bodily forms and feelings of disembodiment associated with 
OBEs. From a cursory and unreflective analysis, one might easily con
clude that these forms are so diverse and arbitrary that they might 
defy any attempt at rational explanation. Were one to assume that 
ecstatic experiences are ontologically vacuous, the conclusion that re
lated bodily forms are also meaningless would seem an obvious in
ference. And yet there is an intelligible pattern underlying these forms 
and related feelings of disembodiment, as I have demonstrated with 
this projective geometry. To the best of my knowledge, no ecstatic voy
agers have ever reported being housed inside a body shaped like a 
kitchen sink or a Christmas tree. The forms, however diverse, are 
finite. I have, as a matter of fact, more or less comprehensively listed 
the range of shapes ecstatic voyagers take on, as reported in the lit
erature. And I have modeled these shapes with a degree of geometrical 
exactitude previously unconceived, while demonstrating the hyperspa
tial interrelationships existing between them all.
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In this paper, the present separation experience model has been 
contrasted with extrasomatic and psychological theories for the same.  
However, to argue that these three different approaches are com
pletely distinct would be an oversimplification. They may actually be 
seen to converge at certain points and in ways going beyond the scope 
of this paper.  

Let us now briefly examine how certain psychological elements fac
tor into hyperspace theory. A consideration of these factors may ex
plain the existence of the partial expansions this paper models. Why 
then, might there sometimes be an arresting or freezing of this ex
pansion? Why do some voyagers appear to inhabit a "psychic space" 
between three and four dimensions? Why, in other words, are there 
sometimes multiple stages in this ascent? Why not one entirely seam
less and complete process of hyperspatialization, in each and every 
case? 

Fear of engulfment in states of mystical union, that is, fear of the 
loss of selfhood, may disrupt or at least temporarily arrest some ex
pansions. Such concerns may underlie attempts to turn back on the 
lower world from without. Under these circumstances, there may be 
a willful effort, on the part of the higher self, to succumb to the 
"out-of-body" illusion. Falling into this illusion may be as close as 
the partially awakened higher self can come to remaining in the 
dream state of "waking consciousness." The OBE, in these circum
stances, then, serves as a substitute for ordinary consciousness and 
as the last defense against full hyperspatial arousal. It serves in this 
role only so long as it takes the higher self to fall back completely 
into the dream state of physical reality. Ecstatic voyagers need not 
be conscious of this fear or of how it motivates their "out-of-body" 
return to the physical world. The entire process, in other words, may 
operate subliminally.  

The scenario I have outlined integrates certain facets of the psy
chological approach into a hyperspatial framework. For example, one 
psychological theorist, John Palmer, proposed that 

The OBE is triggered by a more-or-less discrete change in the per
son's body concept . . .. This change in body concept threatens the 
self concept, or sense of individual identity. . .. This threat, which 
is unlikely to be perceived consciously, activates deep unconscious 
processes ... that attempt to reestablish the person's sense of individ
ual identity as quickly and economically as possible. (1978, p. 19) 

The OBE, accordingly, is the form this attempted reestablishment 
sometimes takes.
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Similarly, another psychological theorist, Susan Blackmore (1982a, 
1993) proposed that an OBE may occur in a person whose ordinary 
sensory/perceptual channels have been disrupted or have otherwise 
ceased to function normally. When that individual remains actively 
intent on receiving such stimuli, he or she may be particularly prone 
to undergo an OBE. Such a person's consciousness, then, may shift 
into any one of a number of alternate reality models constructed out 
of memory and expectation rather than sensory input. This shifting 
into a highly unstable OBE facsimile of the "real world" only lasts 
as long as it takes that person's consciousness to shift back into a 
"normal" sensory/perceptual mode.  

But where are these mysterious inner spaces in which OBE dra
mas are presumed to unfold? And what is their relationship to the 
space of external reality? Answers to these questions lie outside the 
scope of psychological theories. This is because of the conceptual 
blinders worn by psychological theorists. Hyperspace theory, in con
trast, is large enough and flexible enough to provide possible an
swers. At least some dreams and visions, then, may be products of 
fractionally dimensioned observations of hyperspace, as previous 
theorists have speculated (Hart, 1953; McKenna, 1992; Rogo, 1978c; 
Rucker, 1982; Smythies, 1967; Whiteman, 1961, 1968; Wolf, 1988).  

When fractionally dimensioned observers in hyperspace lock onto 
the three-dimensional reality slice out of which their consciousness 
has shifted, a "discrete" OBE may be created. When such observers 
temporarily acclimate themselves to alternate three-dimensional re
ality slices nested in hyperspace alongside their "home space," other 
forms of ecstatic/dream/visionary experience may ensue. When they 
mistake a scene inside one of these alternate three-dimensional 
spaces for one in their home space, they might falsely conclude that 
they have acquired extrasensory knowledge of their home space. Such 
mistakes, then, account for the occasional "false perceptions" docu
mented in OBE literature.  

Apparitional encounters and "metachoric experiences," as recently 
analyzed by Green and Charles McCreery (1994), may also be mod
eled with a slight extension to hyperspace theory. The same may be 
said of Raymond Moody's (Moody and Perry, 1993) "middle realm" 
experiences. Those who encounter apparitions of departed loved ones 
and other anomalous entities, then, may be unaware that they have 
temporarily shifted out of their home space into a nearly identical 
parallel space. They will not even experience an OBE, if their mobile 
center remains at perfect right angles to their "stay-at-home-body"
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during this shifting. They then return without ever imagining that 
they have left physical reality behind. The "imaginal realm" postu
lated by Ring (1990) and other consciousness researchers also fits 
into this same framework. To diagram dreams, visions, and other 
imaginal realm encounters in a conceptually sound fashion, we must 
extend our analysis from four into five or even six dimensions. Such 
an exercise lies beyond this scope of this paper.  

Among psychological theorists, only Palmer made any reference to 
the hyperspatial implications of the ideas he was exploring. He ob
served that 

the psychological theorist may be correct in his explanation of the 
OBE at a psychological level and yet eventually come to conclude, 
based on other kinds of evidence, that mind-body separation 
(whether in Euclidean or some kind of "higher" space) is a valid 
concept. (1978, p. 22) 

Others, such as Jan Ehrenwald (1978) and Blackmore (1982a), have 
shown no awareness that their ideas could be hyperspatially framed.  

Hyperspace and the Paranormal 

Are all of the claims examined in this paper to be summarily dis
missed because they are so hard to demonstrate experimentally? Or 
are we dealing with paranormal facets of human nature that are 
simply too unruly to be controlled adequately in the laboratory? As
suming, for the sake of argument, that the latter is true, why might 
this be so? Ecstatic voyagers, I would argue, are caught between two 
reality levels and only partially awake to either one. They are moving 
about in a world where their sense of depth perception is barely, if 
at all, functioning. This makes for highly disorienting experiences.  
These speculations become plausible when we consider the possibility 
that during such experiences voyagers sometimes shift into a frac
tional domain positioned between space and hyperspace. Hyperspace 
theory, examined within this context, thus offers a rational explana
tion for paranormal happenings linked to ecstatic experiences.  

Let us now briefly consider a paranormal extension to these ideas.  
The easiest paranormal mystery to explain hyperspatially is that of 
local clairvoyance. Several of the figures in this paper provide insight 
into the hyperspatial modeling of clairvoyance. When hyperspatially 
tracking the lower space, the experiencer's range of perception of that
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space becomes vastly extended. Even just slight shiftings of the mo
bile center into hyperspace, combined with minimal world-line move
ments of those segments housing this center, can vastly extend a 
voyager's "lower space" awareness. However, to model "traveling 
clairvoyance" to more distant locations within the physical universe, 
the theory must be enlarged.  

Earlier in this paper, I stipulated that his mobile agent could shift 
away from the voyager's three-dimensional reality slice, either into 
the "past" or "future." These movement limitations, I noted, were in
troduced as temporary measures, while introducing the theory. To 
model traveling clairvoyance, remote viewing, and OBE-related ap
paritions and bilocations, we must remove these constraints. (To a 
small degree, we already have, in elucidating the psychodynamics of 
experiences.) Portions of the experiencer's world-line, or hyperphysi
cal appendages stemming therefrom, may also extend in directions 
other than at right angles to the voyager's lower reality slice. They 
may also extend in four-dimensional space along pathways lying par
allel to, or even approaching, this lower space. Relativity theory may 
allow such world-line movements, called "closed time-like" curves in 
the parlance of contemporary physics. They have been written about 
extensively by Kurt Godel (1949), and are detailed in Michio Kaku's 
excellent introduction to modern physics and cosmology appropriately 
entitled Hyperspace (1994).  

The mobile center, shifting along portions of a world-line extension 
or appendage, could occupy world-line segments existing in local 
proximity to any possible geographic site on the Earth. From such 
a vantage point, a voyager could inspect clairvoyantly any scene or 
event occurring at that particular lower-dimensional site. Within this 
context, an apparitional sighting of such an ecstatic voyager would 
involve a partial or peripheral penetration of the world-line segment 
housing that mobile center, into the locality under inspection from 
hyperspace. A bilocation would involve a similar but more complete 
penetration into that lower space. Apparitional manifestations and 
materializations of ecstatic voyagers, then, do not constitute distinct 
categories of paranormal intrusions into the physical world from 
without. Rather, such incursions exist along a penetration continuum 
at the fractionally dimensioned interface between space and hyper
space. Related psychokinetic activity would involve physical contact 
between portions of the voyager's intruding "self" and portions of 
three-dimensionally extended matter under invasion from hyper
space.
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The same general theory accounts for all forms and degrees of 
phantasmal intrusion, rather than just for those in which "living 
agents" have paranormally visited "distant locations." Thus, we have 
the makings of a very broad theory for the paranormal, that is, a 
comprehensive mode of operation for psychic phenomena grounded 
within a paranormal extension to relativity theory. What is essen
tially the same conclusion for such phantoms was reached by Hornell 
Hart and associated collaborators (1956). However, not enough was 
known about ecstatic experiences at the time to integrate a hyper
spatial understanding of separation experiences clearly into that 
broader framework. In the time since Hart's demise, more general 
information on ecstatic experiences has been gathered than in our 
planet's entire previous history. Another critical advance in human 
knowledge, highly pertinent to the paranormal use of hyperspace the
ory but unavailable to earlier researchers, has been the advent of 
fractional or fractal geometry.  

What, then, does all of this mean? When the hyperphysical prop
erties of human nature are uncovered and appropriately identified, 
as I believe this paper has started to do to some small degree, they 
reveal to us an extraordinary truth. They suggest that whatever else 
we may be, we are more than just three-dimensional troglodytes con
fined to a finite physical existence. Rather, they intimate that we 
are endowed with extradimensional capabilities enabling us to reach 
into multiple, perhaps even infinite, dimensions of space and time.  
We are, as spiritual sages have long proclaimed, beings of light slum
bering through the remainder of this earthly night.  
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Parallels Between Near-Death 
Experience Prophetic Visions and 
Prophecies from the Bible and 
Mormon Holy Writ 
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ABSTRACT: In 1982, Kenneth Ring identified a phenomenon where some 
near-death experiencers were permitted to see a picture of the Earth's future 
as a "prophetic vision" or PV. In his study of the PV, Ring identified five 
elements of the PV for the future of the Earth as geophysical changes, me
teorological changes, supply and economic breakdowns, nuclear war, and a 
new era of love and world peace. He also mentioned two other features, the 
death of many and a time frame for the elements. A comparison of the events 
of near-death experience prophetic visions of the Earth's future and prophe
cies from the Bible and the Mormons' Doctrine and Covenants shows nearly 
complete agreement. These catastrophic events are prophesied to occur on 
the Earth into the 2 1st century and to culminate with a new world of peace 
that is constituted of good people.  

In 1980, Kenneth Ring coined the term "flashforwards" to refer to 
the phenomenon in which some near-death experiencers (NDErs) 
were permitted to see their future life on Earth during their near
death experience. In George Gallup's 1980-81 nationwide survey of 
Americans, he found approximately a half million adult Americans, 
out of eight million of those who had had an NDE, experienced a 
premonition during their NDE about some event or events that would 
happen in the future. For example, some of the people in the Gallup 
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study reported "that during near-death encounters or other related 
experiences, they learned of events that were in the process of hap
pening at some distance or would happen in the future" (Gallup and 
Proctor, 1982, p. 54).  

One type of flashforward investigated and labeled by Ring (1982) 
was the "prophetic vision" or PV. Prophetic visions differ from the 
two other types of flashforward-one identified as the personal flash
forwards (PF) by Ring (1980) and the other identified as the other
world personal future revelation (OPFR) by Craig Lundahl (1983)-in 
that they have a world or global focus and pertain to a picture of 
the Earth's future, rather than pertaining solely to the personal fu
ture of an individual, and they are highly consistent from person to 
person. Ring (1984) reported that most of the individuals experienc
ing PVs were shown them during their NDEs, often when they en
countered guides or a being of light.  

Prophetic vision cases have also been reported by the near-death 
researcher Margot Grey (1985). Individual prophetic visions have 
been reported by George Ritchie (1991) and Dannion Brinkley 
(Brinkley and Perry, 1994). We now know that PVs are usually re
ported to occur during an NDE, that they involve deep NDEs, and 
that there are apparently a relatively small number of cases.  

The purpose of this article is to examine the amount of congruence 
between NDE prophetic visions for the Earth's future and prophecy 
from the Bible and from modern Mormon holy writ in The Doctrine 
and Covenants.  

A Composite Model and Elements of the 
Prophetic Vision 

Ring (1984) reproduced the following idealized version or composite 
PV based on information from 16 NDErs: 

There is, first, a sense of having total knowledge, but specifically 
one is aware of seeing the entirety of the earth's evolution and his
tory, from the beginning to the end of time. The future scenario, 
however, is usually of short duration, seldom extending much beyond 
the beginning of the twenty-first century. The individual reports that 
in this decade [1980s] there will be an increasing incidence of earth
quakes, volcanic activity and generally massive geophysical changes.  
There will be resultant disturbances in weather patterns and food 
supplies. The world economic system will collapse, and the possibil
ity of nuclear war or accident is very great (respondents are not
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agreed on whether a nuclear catastrophe will occur). All of these 
events are transitional rather than ultimate, however, and they will 
be followed by a new era in human history, marked by human broth
erhood, universal love and world peace. Though many will die, the 
earth will live. While agreeing that the dates for these events are 
not fixed, most individuals feel that they are likely to take place 
during the 1980s. (p. 197) 

Four of the five specific elements of the PV scenario for the future 
of the Earth Ring specified were: (1) geophysical changes of earth
quakes, volcanic activity, and landmass changes, (2) meteorological 
changes, (3) supply and economic breakdowns, and (4) nuclear war.  
The PVs in Ring's investigation showed the future of the Earth into 
the beginning of the 21st century and suggested an increasing inci
dence of upheaval and destruction in the world, of both a social and 
natural nature. These devastating changes were seen by the near
death experiencers as a necessary purgation for moving humanity 
into a new mode of being. They foresaw this transition period being 
followed, after years of destruction and upheaval, by Ring's fifth ele
ment: a new era of human history characterized by universal love 
and world peace. Ring also mentioned two additional features in his 
composite model: the death of many people and the time frame for 
the PV elements.  

Ring (1984) characterized the new era of human history with a 
few quotations from experiencers. Two of those quotations specifically 
mentioned a Christlike figure or Christ: 

... I see a period when those who are good-intentioned and those 
who have acquired a type of level of spirituality of close bondedness 
of human relationships, that the being of light, the Christlike figure 
will be able to swell among us . . .. (p. 204) 

[Christ] will come back and there will also be the Christ-like fea
tures in other people. Yes, this is true, He is coming. (p. 204) 

The 7i me Frame for Fulfilling the Prophetic Visions 

Ring found that most of his NDErs felt that the major PV events 
would occur during the 1980s. The NDErs did agree that there were 
no fixed dates for specific events to occur. However, most of them 
were convinced of the general direction of these events even though 
none of them seemed to have a complete conception of the details in
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their unfolding. The common view of the subjects was that the PV 
scenario was inevitable (Ring, 1984, pp. 204-205).  

Parallels Between Prophetic Visions and 
Biblical Prophecy of the Last Days 

The events in NDE prophetic visions appear to parallel the cata
clysmic events foretold by ancient prophets and Apostles of the Bible 
to occur on the Earth prior to the Second Coming of Jesus Christ, 
who is to reign on the Earth during a peaceful period of a thousand 
years. Events were foretold by these ancient prophets and Apostles 
that seem to parallel the events or elements and features found in 
NDE prophetic visions.  

Geophysical Changes 

The Old Testament contains many prophesies concerning the last 
days. Similar prophecies are also found in the New Testament re
garding the coming of Jesus Christ to establish his millennial reign.  
Ancient prophets predicted commotions of nature would be taking 
place during the last days. Daniel (12:1) said there would be a time 
of trouble on the Earth as never known before. Jesus Christ taught 
his followers that there would be future calamities that would pre
cede his Second Coming when he declared: "There shall be famines, 
pestilences, and earthquakes, in diverse places" (Matthew 24:7; see 
also Mark 13:8 and Luke 21:11). The Apostle John foresaw the great
est earthquake as has ever been seen on Earth at the Second Coming 
(Revelation 16:18). Another force of nature that is a terrible force of 
destruction is volcanic eruptions. The Apostle John saw "a great 
mountain burning with fire" that was "cast into the sea" (Revelation 
8:8) in the last days, suggesting the possibility of volcanic activity.  
Joel (2:30-31) also said there would be "fire and pillars of smoke.  
The sun shall be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood," 
which might result from volcanic activity. Landmass changes such 
as the greatest earthquake ever (Revelation 16:18) at the Second 
Coming will effect every nation (Haggai 2:6-7) and cause mountains 
to disappear (Revelation 16:20) and steep places to fall (Ezekiel 
38:20), islands to flee away (Revelation 16:20), and the Earth's land 
masses to join together (Isaiah 62:4).
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Meteorological Changes 

The weather of the future Earth prophesied in the Bible is for 
famines that are caused by droughts and for thunder and lightening 
(Revelation 16:18), as well as overflowing waters (Isaiah 28:17), prior 
to the Second Coming.  

Supply and Economic Breakdowns 

Although Biblical scripture did not specifically comment on supply 
and economic breakdowns as such, or the collapse of the world eco
nomic system, it was implied by references to famines, overflowing 
rain, great hailstones, and fire (Ezekiel 38:22), natural disasters, and 
wars. In other words, because of the unsettled conditions of the ele
ments and among humankind itself, it is logical to expect economic 
turmoil.  

Nuclear War 

Matthew (24:6-7) foretold of the widespread presence of wars and 
rumors of wars and of nations fighting other nations in the last days.  
In the apocalyptic writings of the Apostle John was the foretelling 
of the most vicious war in history, known as the battle of Armageddon 
(Revelation 16:16), which could involve nuclear weapons.  

Era of Universal Love and World Peace 

The prophet Isaiah described a period of time following the Second 
Coming that would be a period free of wars and of world peace for 
every living thing (Isaiah 2:4, 60:18, and 65:25). This would include 
all humanity.  

Death of Many People 

Prophecies about the Second Coming of Jesus Christ foretold it 
causing the death of many people (Revelation 11:13), particularly 
wicked people (Malachi 4:1; Matthew 13:29; Isaiah 13:9). At least
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one- to two-thirds of men will be slain (Revelation 9:18). Men will 
also die of heart failure as a result of fear during the last days (Luke 
(21:26).  

Parallels Between Prophetic Visions and 
Prophecies from The Doctrine and Covenants 

in the Last Days 

Just as the events in NDE prophetic visions appear to parallel the 
cataclysmic events foretold by ancient prophets and Apostles of the 
Bible to occur on the Earth prior to the Second Coming of Jesus 
Christ, Mormon modern scripture seems to parallel both the PV and 
Bible prophecy in foretelling these events too. The Latter-day Saint 
(LDS) scripture used in this comparison is The Doctrine and Cove
nants, a volume of latter-day scripture that contains primarily selec
tions from the direct revelations given to Joseph Smith from the Lord 
Jesus Christ over 150 years ago. Smith was the first president of 
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, from 1830 to 1844.  

Geophysical Changes 

The Doctrine and Covenants referred to "earthquakes also in di
verse places" (45:33) and a great earthquake at the Second Coming 
of Jesus Christ (45:48). This Mormon scripture also predicted "fire, 
and vapors of smoke" (45:41) that could be the result of volcanic erup
tions. It also foretold of "the earth to tremble and to reel to and fro 
as a drunken man, and for valleys to be exalted, and for the moun
tains to be made low, and for the rough places to become smooth" 
(49:23; 45:48; 88:87, 89) before the Second Coming. The sun will not 
give light and the moon will be bathed in blood during this time, 
too (88:87; 45:42; 34:9; 29:14), and eventually the Earth's land masses 
will be one land (133:23).  

Meteorological Changes 

According to The Doctrine and Covenants, the weather of the future 
Earth will experience thunder, lightning, violent winds and storms,
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and the waves of the seas heaving beyond their bounds (88:90), and 
there will be changes in the times and seasons (121:12).  

Supply and Economic Breakdowns 

The Doctrine and Covenants predicted that everything will be in 
commotion on the future Earth (88:91), suggesting not only commotion 
in nature but also in economic systems. It foretold of a time when 
no person will be safe upon the waters (61:15; 42:35). Hailstorms will 
also destroy the crops of the Earth (29:16, 109:30). Supply and eco
nomic breakdowns and the collapse of the world economic system are 
also implied by famines and wars, but not specifically mentioned.  

Nuclear War 

The Doctrine and Covenants foretold of wars and rumors of wars 
(45:26) just as did Matthew. Wars shall be upon the Earth and the 
wicked will slay the wicked and every person will experience fear 
because of these wars (63:33). There is no specific reference to the 
most vicious war in history, as in Bible prophecy, but that does not 
exclude such a war or the use of nuclear weapons in the prophesied 
future wars.  

Era of Universal Love and World Peace 

The Doctrine and Covenants also described a period of time following 
the Second Coming of Jesus Christ that will be a period where enmity 
will cease among all flesh and there will be no sorrow (101:26, 29).  

Death of Many People 

The wicked will perish at the Second Coming according to Doctrine 
and Covenants prophecies (133:51), just as in Bible prophecies, and 
men will also die of heart failure as a result of fear during the last 
days (45:26).
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Time Frame for Elements to Occur in Bible 
and Doctrine and Covenants Prophecies 

I noted above that most NDErs in Ring's study felt the major PV 
events would occur during the 1980s, and that most of them agreed 
there were no fixed dates for specific events to occur. Most of Ring's 
subjects were convinced of the general direction of these events and 
that the PV scenario was inevitable.  

The prophecies in the Bible and The Doctrine and Covenants seem 
to center around one major event: the Second Coming of Christ. They 
predicted the elements of the PV to occur before the Second Coming, 
but no date was specified. The Doctrine and Covenants (77:6,12) 
stated that Jesus Christ will come "in the beginning of the seventh 
thousand years," in reference to Biblical chronology. Although it is 
unknown how many years elapsed between Adam and the birth of 
Christ, the Irish Archbishop James Usher spent a great deal of his 
life attempting to establish just such a time period (Skousen, 1971), 
and found it to be 4,004 years. Further, it is uncertain from historical 
sources how many years have passed since the birth of Christ, but 
it is probably around 2,000 years. If this is the case, then the be
ginning of the seventh thousand years is in the beginning of the 21st 
century and should begin around the year A.D. 2000. This would be 
consistent with the statement made in Ring's (1984) composite PV 
model: "The future scenario, however, is usually of short duration, 
seldom extending much beyond the beginning of the twenty-first cen
tury" (p. 197). Of course, these calculations depend on the accuracy 
of Biblical chronology and our calendar system.  

A Comparison of NDE Prophetic Vision 
Elements and Features to Bible Prophecies 

and Doctrine and Covenants Prophecies 

Just how closely NDE prophetic vision elements and other features 
correspond to Bible prophecies and prophecies in The Doctrine and 
Covenants is a fascinating question. Table 1 can assist in an exami
nation of this question. There is a strong congruence between the 
elements and features of the NDE prophetic vision and their appear
ance in the prophecies for a period of time known as the last days 
in both the Bible and The Doctrine and Covenants. The NDE PVs
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Table 1 

The Appearance of NDE Prophetic Vision 
Features in Bible Prophecies and Doctrine 

Prophecies

Elements and 
and Covenants

Doctrine and 
NDE Prophetic Bible Covenants 
Vision Element Prophecy Prophecy 

earthquakes yes yes 

volcanic activity implied implied 

landmass changes yes yes 

meteorological changes yes yes 

supply and economic breakdowns implied implied 

nuclear war yes no, but likely 

death of many people yes yes 

era of universal love and world peace yes yes 

events to occur in 1980s prior to prior to 
Second Coming Second Coming

and the prophecies in the Bible and The Doctrine and Covenants tend 
to corroborate one another.  

There are no contradictions in these prophecies, although in the 
PV model the elements of volcanic activity and the collapse of the 
economic system are specifically identified. These elements are indi
rectly implied in the prophecies of both the Bible and The Doctrine 
and Covenants; the latter did state that all things will be in com
motion.  

Where the PV model indicates the possibility of nuclear war, 
prophecies in the Bible and The Doctrine and Covenants specifically 
stated wars will be occurring, but not the type of weaponry that will 
be used in them. There is always the possibility in this age that 
warring factions will use nuclear weapons. Bible prophecy did men
tion a war will occur that will be the most vicious war in history, 
which would suggest that such a war will involve nuclear weaponry.  

While the PV model states that many people will die during these 
calamities, Bible and Doctrine and Covenants prophecies are more
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specific about who will die: they both stated it will be wicked people 
primarily who will die.  

The dates for the events of the PV are not fixed; however, according 
to the PV model constructed by Ring most of the NDErs felt the 
events would occur during the 1980s. The Bible and Doctrine and 
Covenants prophecies were not specific about fixed dates either. How
ever, the events were prophesied to occur prior to the Second Coming 
of Christ. The Doctrine and Covenants specified that that event will 
happen in the beginning of the 21st century, which is consistent with 
the PV model's future scenario that does not extend much beyond 
the beggining of the 2 1st century.  

Conclusion 

This examination of the parallels between elements and features 
in NDE prophetic visions and their appearance in prophecies for the 
Earth's future from the Bible and modern Mormon holy writ shows 
that the elements and features of the PV are also found in these 
other prophecies. These events have not only been seen and foretold 
by NDErs who have had prophetic visions, but also by ancient proph
ets and visionaries, as well as by Jesus Christ Himself. Over the 
centuries prophets, seers, visionaries, and futurists have seen the 
close of this millennium as the end of time as we know it. NDE 
prophetic visions, Bible prophecies, and prophecies from The Doctrine 
and Covenants lend support to this view.  

If these prophecies are accurate, then the world can expect to wit
ness more and ever worse catastrophic events that will culminate in 
a much different world than the one we now know. It is prophesied 
that it will be a world of universal love and peace, and that it may 
occur very soon. As one NDEr in Ring's (1984) study stated: "I had 
a feeling that there isn't much time left . . .. There's an urgency 
about it [getting people to get along and care about each other and 
other life on this planet] because there isn't that much time" (p. 206).  
However, until the new world arrives it will become a very deadly 
world, particularly for those who are wicked in the Christian sense 
of the term.  

The consistency found in these prophecies and their predictions 
certainly give ample reason for their careful consideration by near
death researchers and the world. Plausible cause for such scrutiny 
is the fact that the future events in flashforwards and PVs reported
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in the literature have not occurred so far. There has been some dif
ficulty in dating events in PVs, but as Grey (1985) has written, "there 
is no such thing as time (as we understand it) on the 'other side,' 
and it is well known that predictions are notoriously difficult to date 
correctly" (p. 181). However, it should also be kept in mind that the 
NDErs who had PVs did agree there were no fixed dates for specific 
events to occur.  

This study suggests that to ignore these prophecies or to brush 
them aside as meaningless will be at our own risk and may be the 
most serious and deadly mistake we could ever make. It could mean 
the difference between life and death.  
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Near Death Experiences and Gnostic 
Christianity: Parallels in Antiquity 

Brian A. Bain, M.A.  
North Vancouver, British Columbia 

ABSTRACT: Long considered to be heretical, ancient Gnostic Christian texts 
unearthed this century display compelling similarities between Gnostic con
ceptions of life and death and modern NDEs. The Gnostic texts devoted ex
tensive tracts to what readers could expect to encounter when they died.  
Other passages make numerous allusions to NDE-like experiences that can 
be realized in this life, most notably the human encounter with a Divine 
Light. The Gnostic Christian literature gives us one more example of NDEs 
and similar experiences in the ancient world.  

Gnostic Christianity provides us with some striking parallels with 
modern accounts of near death experiences (NDEs), including not 
only an account of what we can expect to encounter when we die, 
but also frequent reference to a Divine Light. This source adds yet 
another voice to the chorus of scholars who have found similar par
allels in other historical literature.  

The Gnostic tradition is one of many branches of early Christianity 
labelled as heretical by the early Church fathers. The term "gnostic" 
is derived from the Greek gnosis, meaning "to know." Gnostic Chris
tians, then, were a group who claimed to have special divine knowl
edge, restricted to a privileged few. This elitist nature of Gnosticism 
necessarily restricted the number of possible adherents; in contrast, 
the very term "Catholic" means "universal," implying that anyone 
could become a member of the Church by adhering to certain pre
cepts and practices, as opposed to acquiring special knowledge.  

Brian A. Bain, M.A., received his master's degree in religious studies from the 
University of British Columbia, and is a free-lance writer and researcher primarily 
interested in the relationship between near-death and comparable experiences and 
the religious traditions of the world. Reprint requests should be addressed to Mr. Bain 
at 1255 Mount Crown Road, North Vancouver, BC, Canada V7R 1R9.
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Gnostic Christians differed from the larger Catholic tradition in 
many respects. Many Gnostic texts referred to the God of the Old 
Testament as evil, as opposed to the benevolent Christ. Sometimes 
a multiplicity of gods was mentioned, including female ones, includ
ing "God the Mother." Gnostics also generally referred both to the 
resurrection of Christ and to "life after death" as spiritual rather 
than physical events.  

Historians have known about the existence of Gnostic Christians 
for centuries. However, the beliefs of that group were received sec
ondhand, largely through the writings of the Catholic Church fathers.  
Not until 1945, with the discovery of Gnostic texts hidden in a jar 
and buried in the Nag Hammadi region of Upper Egypt, did we dis
cover what the Gnostic Christians themselves had to say; and in 
these texts we find some intriguing parallels to the modern NDE 
phenomenon.  

Several such parallels have already been found in other ancient 
texts. Raymond Moody (1975) noted the similarities between NDEs 
and the vision of St. Paul, Plato's story of Er, and The Tibetan Book 
of the Dead. Frederick Holck (1978) cited comparisons to Plato and 
The Tibetan Book of the Dead, as well as the Hindu Upanishads, 
and Babylonian, Egyptian, and Zoroastrian records. Paul and Linda 
Badham (1987) edited a collection of essays dealing with death and 
the afterlife among Jews, Christians, Muslims, Hindus, Buddhists, 
and Africans. Carol Zaleski (1987) added similar comparisons with 
medieval Christian accounts in the form of the Dialogues of Gregory 
the Great, the Vision of Drythelm, and the Treatise on the Purgatory 
of St. Patrick. Carl Becker (1981, 1984a, 1984b) found distinct simi
larities between NDEs and the Pure Land Buddhist tradition.  

The Gnostic texts resemble the books of the New Testament in 
many ways, and were undoubtedly regarded as authoritative scrip
ture by Gnostic Christians. Dating the texts is difficult, but most of 
the Nag Hammadi collection can be dated between the 2nd and 4 th 
centuries A.D. As Elaine Pagels (1981) pointed out, however, these 
same texts might very well have had roots in an older oral tradition.  
Helmut Koester (1988) agreed, and argued that the origin of the 
Gnostic Gospel of Thomas might very well date from the first century.  

In the same vein, Koester and Pagels (1988) argued that the Gnos
tic text entitled The Dialogue of the Savior likely had its origin before 
the end of the 1st century, and the extant Greek version was likely 
composed in the 2nd. As the title suggests, the text represents a dia
logue between the Savior (the name Jesus was not mentioned) and
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his disciples. One of the most inquisitive of the disciples was Mat
thew, who asked of the Savior.  

. . ."Lord, I want [to see] that place of life [ . . .] where there is no 
wickedness, [but rather] there is pure [light]!" 

The Lord said, "Brother [Matthew], you will not be able to see it 
[as long as you are] carrying flesh around." 

[Matthew] said, "Lord, [even if I will] not [be able] to see it, let 
me [know it]!" (Robinson, 1988, p. 249) 

After a brief discourse, the Savior responded that "the good [will] 
be taken up to the light. . . .When you rid yourselves of jealousy, 
then you will clothe yourselves in light and enter the bridal chamber" 
(Robinson, pp. 251-252). For his own part, the Savior remarked that 
"His [the Father's] light has poured [down] upon me!" (Robinson, p.  
252).  

Curious about the role of death in this scheme of things, Matthew 
then asked, 

... "Tell me, Lord, how the dead die [and] how the living live." 
The [Lord] said, " ... I say to you that when what invigorates a 

man is removed, he will be called 'dead.' And when what is alive 
leaves what is dead, what is alive will be called upon." 

Judas said, "Why else, for the sake of truth, do they [die] and 
live?" 

The Lord said, "Whatever is born of truth does not die. Whatever 
is born of woman dies." (Robinson, p. 252) 

Apparently, however, one does not actually have to die in order to 
have this kind of out-of-body experience. Another Gnostic text, called 
Zostrianos, recounted the journey of a troubled man, Zostrianos, who 
was on the verge of suicide. Zostrianos was deeply disturbed about 
metaphysical problems, such as "how do those who exist . . . [come] 
from an invisible, undivided, and self-begotten spirit? . . . What is 
that one's place? What is his origin?" (Robinson, p. 404).  

Having received no answers Zostrianos wrote: " . . . as I was 
deeply troubled and gloomy because of the discouragement which en
compassed me, I dared to . . . deliver myself to the wild beasts of 
the desert for a violent death" (Robinson, p. 404). Then, suddenly, 

There stood before me the angel of knowledge of eternal light. He 
said to me, "Zostrianos, why have you gone mad as if you were ig
norant of the great eternals who are above? . .. " 

. . . I very quickly and very gladly went up with him to a great 
light-cloud. I cast my body upon the earth .... (Robinson, pp. 404
405)
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After going on a considerably long journey through the various lev
els in the heavens, Zostrianos "came down to the perceptible world 
and put on [his] image" (Robinson, p. 430). His parting words in the 
tract advise us to "Look at the Light. Flee the Darkness," as the 
latter might lead to our destruction (Robinson, p. 430).  

Other Gnostic texts made it clear that one does not necessarily 
have to have been near death in order to have the kinds of impres
sions that NDErs have of the afterlife. This is particularly true when 
it comes to Gnostic descriptions of a Divine Light. In The Apocalypse 
of Paul, which purported to detail the voyage of the Apostle through 
the heavens, we read that in the "sixth heaven" Paul "gazed up on 
high and saw a great light shining down" (Robinson, p. 259). Accord
ing to The Concept of Great Power, we find that those who know the 
Great [Divine] Power "will enter into the immeasurable light" (Ro
binson, p. 316). The Prayer of Thanksgiving similarly referred to God 
as an "intellectual light" (Robinson, p. 329). In The Paraphrase of 
Shem we read about the origins of the "exalted, infinite Light" and 
the "universal Light," and how it went about fashioning the universe 
(Robinson, p. 343).  

The Apocryphon of John asserted that God, the "Father of every
thing," is "pure light into which no eye can look . . .[immeasurable 
light] which is pure, holy [and immaculate]" (Robinson, p. 106). The 
Gospel of the Egyptians referred to the Father as the "infinite light" 
as well as the "great invisible [Spirit]" (Robinson, p. 209). In The 
Thought of Norea, the father was referred to as "the Light.. .above 
the [regions] below, Light dwelling [in the] heights" (Robinson, p.  
446). The Interpretation of Knowledge asserted that the Father is 
"the light of the world" (Robinson, p. 475).  

Jesus Christ, according to The Sophia of Jesus Christ, "resembles 
a great angel of light" (Robinson, p. 222). This same Savior "came 
from Infinite Light" (Robinson, p. 223). According to The Gospel of 
Thomas, "Jesus said, 'It is I who am the light which is above them 
all"' (Robinson, p. 135). In The Teachings of Silvanus, Christ was 
"the true light" who "gives light to all the parts" of the soul (Robin
son, p. 387); he was "the Light which is shining undefiled" (Robinson, 
p. 388) and readers were enjoined to "Enlighten your mind with the 
light of heaven" (Robins, p. 388) and "Light the light within you" 
(Robinson, p. 389). The Letter of Peter to Philip referred to Jesus 
Christ as the "Son of immortality who is in the light" (Robinson, p.  
434). Likewise, in Timorphic Protennoia, the Son "is a Light," and 
together with the Father was "[the Incomprehensible One] . . .[a
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Light] dwelling in Light" (Robinson, p. 514). According to this text 
the Divine Light is not only "exalted, perfect Light," but also "a hid
den Light ... invisible" (Robinson, p. 519). Nonetheless, the Son was 
"an immeasurable Light . . . the Light that illumines the All" (Ro
binson, p. 520).  

The Gnostic Christian material therefore provides us with yet an
other parallel between modern NDE reports and the views of a group 
in antiquity. Together with other works, this shows that NDEs and 
similar experiences span generations and cultures. The exact view
point or description might differ somewhat from individual to indi
vidual and from society to society, but the similarities are far too 
striking to dismiss.  
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BOOK REVIEW

Jenny Wade, Ph.D.  
Institute of Tanspersonal Psychology 

The Near-Death Experience: A Reader, edited by Lee W. Bailey 
and Jenny Yates. New York, NY: Routledge, 1996, 409pp. + x, 
$24.95 pb.  

Billed as the most "up-to-date and comprehensive survey of near
death studies," this anthology by Lee Bailey and Jenny Yates marks 
the third collection of the near-death literature, succeeding Craig 
Lundahl's A Collection of Near-Death Research Readings published 
in 1982 and Bruce Greyson and Charles Flynn's The Near-Death Ex
perience: Problems, Prospects, Perspectives from 1984. While this one 
contains much valuable material, it fails to live up to its billing.  

The problem seems to be a weak conceptualization for the thrust 
of the book and confusion about the target audience. Although the 
editors' desire to compile this book arose from teaching about the 
near-death experience (NDE), this anthology is not intended as a 
textbook. Its tone is more scholarly and interpretive than would ap
peal to a popular audience, with only seven chapters out of 24 fo
cusing on NDE narratives; yet its value for researchers and pro
fessionals is limited.  

In the first place, the book adds little to the coverage provided by 
scholarly journals; in fact, much of the material is surprisingly dated.  
Chapters by a number of prominent living authors were excerpted 
from very old sources: Raymond Moody's is reprinted from a 1988 
book; Carol Zaleski's, from 1987; Kenneth Ring's, from a 1986 article; 
and Ian Stevenson and Bruce Greyson's, from 1979. Knowledgeable 
readers are well aware that some of these authors' views, notably 
Moody's and Ring's, have changed substantially since these pieces 
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were first written. Bailey and Yates have chosen not to present these 
authors' newer ideas, but rather their classics. These essays have 
not lost their appeal, but like flies in amber, they speak to us of past 
beauty rather than where the field is today.  

This assessment may seem harsh, since it is not the nature of 
anthologies to be on the cutting edge. Nevertheless, I wish that the 
editors had attempted to produce a collection more reflective of the 
maturity of near-death studies at this time. The anthologies produced 
in the early 1980s address the state of the art, clinical issues, and 
interdisciplinary questions and interpretations from a wide variety 
of contributors. Now, more than a decade later, the field could benefit 
from a new one that represents the scope of contemporary studies, 
places them within an interdisciplinary context represented by voices 
from those fields, points to the growth of subspecialties or special 
interest groups among researchers, and assesses the gaps and short
falls in the literature.  

The editors' stated objective is surveying the "interdisciplinary re
search debating ways to interpret this challenging phenomenon from 
biological, psychological, philosophical, and religious viewpoints." And 
indeed they present some of the larger interdisciplinary issues and 
their advocates in the introduction. There, the editors briefly relate 
the status of the literature concerning the definition of death, char
acteristics of NDEs, distribution of NDEs in the population, distress
ing NDEs, aftereffects of NDEs, ways to relate to experiencers, and 
biological, psychological, philosophical, and religious interpretations 
of NDEs. This summary is a promising starting place for a sketch 
of the field; but unfortunately, the selections that follow are less sat
isfying.  

I found the introduction too selective and uncritical to provide a 
solid foundation for the rest of the book. Bailey and Yates omitted 
some major studies, and did not mention methodological weaknesses 
or differences between studies. For example, they trotted out yet 
again the Gallup Poll results; although most researchers consider it 
unlikely that 12 to 15 percent of American adults have had a text
book NDE, the editors do not qualify this information. Furthermore, 
it might have been more useful to distinguish in the introduction 
among various death-related experiences, rather than lumping in, 
with NDEs, crosscultural studies of other thanatologic events, such 
as Karlis Osis and Erlendur Haraldsson's studies of deathbed visions.  

Another unfulfilled hope raised by the introduction is that that 
summary would obviate a repetition of essentials already covered,
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such as the characteristics of the NDE. However, the editors did not 
excise this material from each author's contribution, so the reader 
must wade through this same information in chapter after chapter.  
Not only is this repetition numbing to the reader, but length con
straints prevented some authors from developing important themes, 
such as Sogyal Rinpoche's differentiation between NDEs and events 
described in The Tibetan Book of the Dead.  

I had hoped that the book would flesh out the issues raised in the 
introduction, for example by providing a chapter summarizing all the 
crosscultural surveys concerning the distribution of NDEs, the con
sistency of their findings, methodologies, and so on. However, I could 
find no clear relationship between the issues in the introduction and 
the contents of the book, and in fact wondered why some selections 
were included at all.  

The editors divide the book roughly into two portions: experiences 
and interpretations. Although the first part purports to contain "rep
resentative cases of near-death experiences," I found it more accu
rately "NDEs of the rich and famous." Accounts of the experiences 
of Mellen-Thomas Benedict, Betty Eadie, Dannion Brinkley, George 
Ritchie, and Carl Jung, each of which rated a chapter, were uniquely 
interesting, but hardly representative of the typical NDE. A single 
chapter with the oxymoronic title "Unknown Well-Known Near-Death 
Experiences" adds into the celebrity mix near-death narratives from 
Peter Sellers, Eddie Rickenbacker, Plato, and Black Elk.  

The later scholarly chapters include truly representative NDE ac
counts. However, I found it confusing that the interpretation section 
intermingled survival issues, biological arguments, religious and 
philosophical views in no apparent order, rather than grouping them 
by topic. Welcomed exceptions were a coherent four-chapter section 
on Jungian psychological interpretations and a three-chapter group
ing of mystical interpretations. Here again, the selections were not 
representative of the breadth of the literature. The only psychological 
view presented was the Jungian, a rather surprising omission con
sidering the prominence of different transpersonal psychologies.  

Along these lines, later chapters provided religious and spiritual 
perspectives from Tibetan Buddhism, mysticism, and the more gen
eral discussion of spiritual enculturation. The editors' introduction 
shows a familiarity with Judeo-Christian issues and interpretations 
of NDEs, but they included no substantive selections from these more 
familiar Western perspectives. Likewise, beyond the editors' introduc
tion, the only biological arguments represented are those of Karl Jan-
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sen and Melvin Morse, leaving the reader to wonder what happened 
to the biological arguments of the 1980s, and whether they have been 
invalidated. The value of this book could have been enhanced had 
the editors placed these essays in the context of other biological in
terpretations, qualified the researchers and their results, or pre
sented a fuller spectrum of a single class of possible interpretations, 
as earlier books had done.  

On their own merits, several of the interpretive chapters are valu
able contributions, reflecting the general excellence always to be en
joyed from these scholars' works. It is a pleasure to read again, in 
this succinct form, their interpretations of the NDE. The more critical 
writers, such as Robert Kastenbaum, have assessed the current state 
of near-death research, identified gaps and concentrations in the lit
erature, and defined many of the outstanding questions in the field.  
For example, many studies, such as Morse's work with children, have 
not been replicated by other investigators-a problem in any scien
tific field. The editors might have pointed out the overreliance on a 
few sources for certain types of data, the preponderance of anecdotal 
data, small samples, and questionable methodologies, or otherwise 
qualified findings that continue to be presented without critical 
evaluation. Some theories, such as Morse's temporal lobe model, have 
other proponents and antagonists but remain unproven. This book 
would have been more valuable if, rather than providing the familiar 
NDE experts, it had discussed the state of theoretical exploration or 
brought in new voices for a truly interdisciplinary discussion.  

Much good material can be found in The Near-Death Experience: 
A Reader, but it requires some digging. It provides a comfortable 
selection of familiar views, but little that is new.  
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Letter to the Editor 

The Future Memory Phenomenon 

To the Editor: 

Keith Floyd presented a fascinating case in his article in this Jour
nal (1996), in which he described the near-death experience of a 
woman who received electroconvulsive therapy to treat a lingering 
and troublesome depression. Much of her experience was similar to 
or matched case studies of other near-death survivors, including the 
tremendous fear she faced before and, at times, during the episode 
itself (Atwater, 1994). Part of her scenario, however, was what Floyd 
called "a baffling apparition" of a cocktail party that was "lived" in 
full sound and color and three-dimensional solidity. The woman 
claimed that the intricate details of the party were so complete as 
to be "indistinguishable from real life." Since she had no conscious 
memory of having ever attended anything like that cocktail party, 
her experience was relegated to the domain of "a puzzling vision." 
Then, two years later, her "dreamlike" cocktail party manifested, de
tail for detail, in the world of objective reality, with her in attendance.  

I call your attention to the case of Kathleen J. Forti, described in 
my book, Future Memory (1996, p. 19).  

When she was eighteen, Kathleen was attacked by a stranger and, 
with a knife to her throat, raped. Hysteria began to well up inside 
her as she realized she would probably die and never see her parents 
again. At that moment, her mind sharpened to crystal clarity, and 
she floated out of her body to view her attacker from a point above 
him. All pain and hysteria ceased, and all concerns dissolved. In 
this detached state, she lived a future segment of her life in great 
detail. She experienced herself in this segment, as an older woman 
telling stories to children gathered about her feet while she sat in 
an antique black lacquer rocking chair, carved exquisitely in an ori
ental design. The paintings on the wall and each detail of the house 
where she lived at this future time were clear and precise, as were 
her thoughts, each physical movement she made, every smell and
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taste, conversations, emotions, plus each minute sensation of daily 
living.  

She later forgot about the futuristic episode she had just "lived 
through," convincing herself the whole thing was a device created 
by her brain to ensure that she relax and submit to her attacker.  
Police confirmed that because of the man's history of violence, any 
struggle on her part would have meant death.  

Five years later, Kathleen married and moved into a house her 
husband already owned. There she discovered the antique black lac
quer rocking chair carved exquisitely in an oriental design, and the 
paintings, and the wallpaper, and all the details previously encoun
tered during her near-death experience. The jolt of seeing these 
items surface a memory of having "lived" this segment of her life 
previously. This future memory prepared her for married life . . .  
with one exception. After six years, her marriage ended in divorce 
(an event she had not prelived).  

Afterward, she became interested in telling children stories and 
wrote The Door to the Secret City, a book about a child's near-death 
experience [Forti, 1984]. She then created the company Kids Wants 
Answers, Too! and dedicated herself to teaching educators how to 
handle student reactions to life-and-death-traumas.  

I have encountered scenarios like this with other near-death sur
vivors, either as part of their episode or later on as one of their 
aftereffects. In fact, I have come across the phenomenon of "living 
the future before it occurs" so often as an aftereffect that I now con
sider it typical of the experience of near-death.  

In 1987 I launched a research project to see whether the "future 
memory phenomenon" was present in society at large. Together with 
research I had done in the 1960s on spiritual transformations and 
Kundalini breakthroughs, I began to notice a pattern that seemed 
to be universal to anyone involved to whatever extent in a transfor
mation of consciousness, or what I call a "brain shift." This pattern 
became the impetus for a book on future memory (Atwater, 1996). I 
came to define the phenomenon as follows: 

The ability to fully live a given event or sequence of events in sub
jective reality before living the same episode in objective reality. This 
is usually, but not always, forgotten by the individual after it hap
pens, only to be remembered later when some "signal" triggers mem
ory. Sensory-rich, future memory is so detailed as to include 
movements, thoughts, smells, tastes, decisions, sights, and sounds 
of regular physical living. All this is actually lived and physically, 
emotionally, and sensorially experienced, not merely watched (clair
voyance), heard (clairaudience), predicted (prophesied or forecasted),
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or known (precognition); and that living is so thorough, there is no 
way to distinguish it from everyday reality while the phenomenon 
is in progress. (1996, p. 20) 

Do not confuse this with ddjd vu, which is past oriented. What I 
am referring to is a clear and cogent ability to access the future 
somehow and "live" it before physical manifestation.  

Features I have noticed with the future memory phenomenon are 
physical sensations at start and finish, akin to a chill, rush, lift, 
tickle, or "high"; an occurrence pattern that appears to be universal 
regardless of experiencer; a particular mind state when it happens, 
usually wide awake and alert, although some report it during dream 
states and near-death states; content typically include mundane ac
tivity but sometimes covers significant events, feels like a "rehearsal" 
of some kind; awareness of power to change the future afterward, 

claimed by some experiencers, although others say they cannot; and 
consequences includes handling stress better because of "rehearsals," 
becoming more peaceful and confident, after which the frequency of 

futuristic episodes often subsides.  
I found the future memory phenomenon rather perplexing until I 

began to study childhood behavior patterns, especially at around the 
ages of three to five when the temporal lobes develop. Children at 
this age are almost entirely "future-oriented," as they play with pos
sibilities of what may soon be expected of them as they grow. These 
futuristic "rehearsals" give birth to the imagination, which enables 
youngsters to establish continuity in their lives and the validity of 
action and reaction.  

When I compared this to my near-death research, I began to notice 
all kinds of correlations, which I discussed at length in Future Mem
ory (1996). For the sake of brevity, I will simply say here that people 
who go through a brain shift display evidence of what appears to be 
a temporal lobe expansion and traits associated with the rebirth of 
imagination. As with the young when they experience the fullness 
of an emerging consciousness, near-death experiencers during and 
after their episodes often find themselves involved in enlargements 
of consciousness.  

Once tossed off as "flashforwards" (Ring, 1982), future memory 
might well be a significant factor in near-death research and a clue 
to the mechanism for transformations of consciousness, or higher 
brain development.
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